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Gay, AIDS Panic Made Teen

Kill

can get away with it."
Over the objections of prosecu—
tors and national Gay groups, Cir—
._ LAUREL, Miss. (AP) — A 16— cuit Judge Billy Joe Landrum
ordered HIV tests on the two vic—
year—old accused of murdering two
Landrum hasn‘t decided
tims.
unarmed Gay men acted in self—de—
to release the test results or
whether
he
because
says,
lawyer
his
fense,
allow them to be used in the trial,
was afraid of being sexually as—
scheduled to begin Jan. 30.
saulted— and of being infected with
Defense attorney J. Ronald:
AIDS.
said if either victim was HIV—
Parrish
—
drawn
has
strategy
This defense
positive, "it would be no different
protests from Gay activists, who see
than if they had a loaded weapon and
it as an attempt to play upon jurors‘
pointed it at an individual."
fears and bigotry.
But District Attorney Jeannene
and
word,
"AIDS is a panic
Pacific called the AIDS issue "to—
they‘ve used it very effectively in
tally irrelevant. It has no other pur—
this case," said April Richards, presi—
pose than to inflame jurors."
dent of G.L. Friendly, a south Mis—
Marvin McClendon, a high
could
"We
sissippi Gay alliance.
school sophomore, is charged with
have happy hunting on Gays and
killing Robert Walters, 34, and Jo—
Lesbians in the state because they

By Gina Holland
Associated Press Writer
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Gay Men

seph Shoemake, 24. Both were shot
in the head at close range, and their
bodies were dumped next to aban—
doned railroad tracks near a swamp.
Police accounts show Shoemake,
a factory worker, and Walters, who
was in the commercial art business,
left a party late Oct. 7 and went cruis—
ing for sex. They found McClendon
near his house in Laurel, a town of
about 19,000.
Authorities have said McClendon
was a troubled youth looking for
money.
F
— Parrish tells a different story: that
McClendon agreed to help the vic—
tims buy drugs, but they instead
drove him to the tracks and tried to
force him to have oral sex.
"One of the men let the seat down
See Panic on page 26

Tennessee‘s Sodomy Law

Gays Want to Find Voices in Government
Exposed and Vulnerable

According to Nashville Judge
Walter Kurtz, Gay and Lesbian sex
between consenting adults is pro—
tected by the state constitution‘s
right of privacy" provisions.
The judge issued a 20—page rul—
denied the state‘s mo—
ing which
filed by —
dismissthecase
to
tion
commerenizeeses.
attorney Abbey Rubenfeld on be—
half of five persons who say that
under Tennessee‘s sodomy law
they are in danger of being ar—
rested.
Judge Kurtz says the state has
no compelling interest to violate
the rights of anyone engaging in
sexual expression regardless of the
gender of the sex partner. "It is
inconsistant with the state consti—
tutional right of privacy and lib—
erty to prohibit behavior based on
majoritarian morality," he was
quoted by the CommercialAppeal
Dec. 9.
The state had argued that con—
sensual sex is not included in the
state constitution‘s right of privacy
provisions and all the state legis—

By Gina Holland
When legislative session time
lature needs is a rational basis or
Associated Press Writer
rolls around each year, you see
reason for the law.
plenty of activists. There are abor—
Jerry Smith, Deputy Attorney
tion rights activists, both those
General defending the case, says
When Lesbian activist April
against and for. There are lobbyists
such areason might be that homo— _ Richards came to the Mississippi
teachers, state workers, tobacco —
for
sexual sex is thought to have harm—
found
she
Capitol in mid—December
products, attorneys, endangered ani—
ful effects on individuals and
°
herself in frigid waters.
mals, and even podiatrists.
society and contributes to diseases
The Ocean Springs woman had
But there are no visible lobbyists
such as AIDS. The state did not,
scheduled a meeting with Gov. Kirk
Gays.
for
however, submit any names or
the
about
Fordice‘s attorney to talk
Richards wants that changed, but
statements from expert witnesses
October murders of two Gay Jones
the road to do so will not be easy.
by the date required by the court.
County men and concerns about
She estimates about 6 percent of
The 1989 law applies only to
HIV tests a judge ordered on the vic—
are Gay, and she sees
Mississippians
people of the same gender and has
tims.
them playing several roles in the next
resulted in the prosecution of 25
Not surprisingly, the meetmg was
persons arrested in or near public
cancelled, and the president of G.L. — two years.
First, she would like Gays to ex—
venues such as cars. State and lo—
Friendly spent part of the morning
cal laws against public lewdness
talking to reporters about Gays‘ ercise their power at the polls. She
said Gays don‘t have the votes to
and indecency already cover these
troubled relations with politicians.
crimes without the sodomy law
"It‘s as if we went up, knocked promote and elect someone. But they
says Rubenfeld. "This case isn‘t
on the door of a public official and do have the votes to help defeat
about endorsing homosexuality,"
had the door slammed in our face," someone, she said.
Statewide elections are next year,
she said, "It‘s an endorsement of
Richards said.
the fundamental right to privacy,
In reality, a lot of Mississippians with the biggest races showdowns
which I think is valuable to all
will never have meetings with between Republican Gov. Kirk
Tennesseans, whether or not
Fordice‘s lawyer. But the situation Fordice and a Democrat, possibly
they‘re Gay."
illustrates the awkward position Secretary of State Dick Molpus, and
The trial is set to begin Jan. 10.
Gays occupy in Mississippi politics. Republican Lt. Gov. Eddie Briggs

and a Democrat, possibly Steve
Patterson.
Richards said she expected little
support on Gay issues from Fordice.
«"We have a Republican, right—wing
governor, and I think for him to take
any stance on any Gay issue would
be bad for him politically," she said.
Actually, few politicians in Mis—
sissippi will take stands on Gay is—
sues. In 1994, it is just politically
risky.
Which candidates would be tar=
geted by homosexuals in elections
is up in the air. Also unclear is if
Gays could unite enough to have an
impact.
Secondly, Winters wou like the
Legislature to make crimes against
Gays hate crimes. When lawmakers
this year approved a hate crimes law,
they included crimes based on race,
gender, religion and creed. Under the
law, people who commit those
crimes could receive double penal—
ties.
House Judiciary Chairman Ed
See Voices on page 26

Former Coach Says Sexual Orientation Led to Firing at Wilson College

COLUMBIA, Ky. (AP) — Many
Lindsey Wilson College volleyball
and softball players coached by a
woman who says she was fired be—
cause she is a Lesbian say the
coach‘s personal life was never an
issue for them.
The players are expressing out—
rage at Diana Chalfant‘s firing. They
say they never thought about
Chalfant‘s personal life.
"Number one, she never told any
‘of us she was a Lesbian or ever com—
mented on it. It was not an issue,"
said Melissa Schultz, 19, a sopho—:

more volleyball player.
"It didn‘t matter. It wasn‘tan is—
sue. ... If they did fire her because
she‘s a Lesbian, that‘s just not right."
Chalfant was preparing the
women‘s softball team for its first
fast—pitch season this spring when
she was fired Dec. 9 by Ray Wells,
athletic director of the private, lib—
eral—arts college affiliated with the
United Methodist Church.
"When we found out, we were
shocked that this could happen," said
Sonya Mouser, 19, a freshman.
Chalfant said Wells told her he

Begley, but he also offered few de—
didn‘t like her handling of the vol— hard to make, and it was particularly
tails, she said.
leyball program, although the team hard with Diana."
"It was, ‘Get off campus, get your
Begley said the school must fol—
had just finished a winning season.
stuff out of your office, and we don‘t
Wells also said there had been . low the lead of the church, includ—
"some Lesbian incidents," Chalfant ing its social principles. Methodists want to see you,"" she said. "It was
believe homosexuals should be awful."
&
said.
There are no Kentucky or federal
Chalfant, 30, acknowledges that treated fairly, but the church does not
she is Gay, but said she was not open condone homosexuality and consid— laws prohibiting discrimination
about it on campus and never made ers it incompatible with the Chris— ‘based on sexual orientation. Because
such discrimination doesn‘t violate
advances toward any of her players. tian faith, Begley said.
Chalfant said Wells fired her af— the law, attorneys rarely file lawsuits
Wells and college President John
B. Begley declined to talk about ter first asking her to resign quietly. challenging dismissals such as
When she asked for a detailed expla— Chalfant‘s. Nonetheless, she said she
Chalfant‘s firing.
wants to sue.
"She was a fine coach," Begley nation, he wouldn‘t give one, she said.
Later that day, Chalfant met with
said. "All personnel decisions are
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Help Our Gay and

Lesbian

Community Center — NOW!

By Allen Cook
TJN Co—Editor
For years, it seemed the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community clamored for a
community center — a place where Gays
and Lesbians could eschew the "bar scene"
and gather to engage in discussion groups,
— stage art shows, have potlucks, and share
the history ofthe Gay movement through
a library.
To have a community center, it was
thought, was to have come of ageas a com—
munity.
Well, Memphis (unlike many cities
larger than we) has a Gay and Lesbian
Community Center and now that the
dream has been realized, like many things,
it is not receiving the support it needs to
keep going and become stronger.
The space at 1486 Madison is the third
location the center has had in its mere five

It is
clean, well—kept, adaptable, and under—uti—
lized and under—supported.
It seems that now that we‘ve got a com—
munity center, we don‘t want to use it.
Why?
To the Center‘s credit, it has staged
community potlucks honoring individuals
and groups dear to our community. It
launched the Lavender University. It has
staged art shows and music recitals. It has
maintained a lending library of Gay and
Lesbian literature. It has operated the Gay
Switchboard sincethe demise of the Mem—
phis Gay Coalition. It has improved its
physical location and facilities. It sought
and received federal tax—exempt status
making donations tax—deductible —a feat
no other non—religious, non—AIDS Gay and
Lesbian organization in Memphis has
achieved.
If ever there was a time to support the

NEWS|

Opinions expressed in editorials and
commentaries are those of the authors

years of existence and by farthe best.

Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center, the time is now. It needs your
support in whatever way you can give it.
* Volunteer to staff the Center for a few
hours on a regular basis.
*Volunteer to answer the Gay Switch—
board.
*Give a few dollars a month to pay the rent
and utilities.
* Volunteer to clean the center every once
in a while.
* Suggest to your group that they meet at
the Center (User fees are very reason—
able).
* Suggest a movie to run on movie night.
* Attend the Center‘s board meetings and
offer suggestions.
* Drop by and hang out to meet new

people.
* Mount a benefit for the Center.

The Center is available for a variety of
uses, both public and private.
The critical thing at this point is money.
The Center has about two months‘ re—
serves. If previous supporters do not con—
tinue their support and new members come
on board, the Center‘s financial straits will
translate into insolvency and ultimately the
Center will have to close. Believe me, res—
urrection is not as easy as keeping some—
thing alive.
The Center is making every effort to
become more accessible, but it can‘t be
done with only a few people involved. It
must be a community center — one which
the community supports as well as uses.

The Triangle Journal News welcomes let—
ters from its readers. Letters should be be as
short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Al—
though names may be withheld on request, all
letters should be signed and include a phone
number for verification. Anonymous letters
will not be printed. All letters are subject to
editing for spelling, punctuation, and gram—
mar, however every effort will be made to
maintain the original intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Jour—
nal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485 or faxed to (901) 454—1411.
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BowlingLeague have not authorized the spon—
sorship of this particular benefit for the bowl—
ing tournament.
My purpose to this letter is only to clarify
that the Brothers and Sisters Bowling League
and the $t. Patricks Day Invitational Tour—
nament are two completely separate organi—
zations. While members of the bowling league
are committee members of the tournament
committee, both organizations are under sepa—
rate sets of by—laws and are not interlinked.
I would further point out that the bowling
league does allow fund—raising efforts for the
. tournament committee during weekly bowl—
ing. These fund—raising efforts include a strike
Whose Benefit?
pot fund, and the sales ofJell—o shooters. These
This letter refers to your Dec. 1994 edition,
efforts are under the complete control, orga—
and an advertisement that was contained
nizationally as well as financially, of the tour—
therein. The advertisement was in regards to
nament committee, its officers and its director,
the Camp Drag Show held at the Construc—
Andy Cain.
tion Site on Dec. 3, 1994. This ad alleges a
In closing, I would like to congratulate the
sponsorship of this benefit by the Memphis
Triangle Journal News for its continuing sup—
Gay and Lesbian Bowling League.
port of the bowling community, and hope that
I have been an active participant in the this support extends toward both organizations
bowling community in this city for the last
in their efforts to promote friendship within
seven years, four of these years as the presi—
the Gay community.
a
dent of the Brothers and Sisters Bowling
Tony Matics
League. To my knowledge, the Memphis Gay
President, Brothers and Sisters Bowling League
and Lesbian Bowling League does not exist.
Editor‘s Note: The ad in last month‘s issue
The Brothers and Sisters Bowling League is for the "Camp Drag Show" was submitted by
the only organized bowling league within the someone we assumed knew the correct names
Memphis Gay community. Furthermore, the ofthe organizations involved. We apologize if
board of directors for the Brothers and Sisters
there was an error or misrepresentation.

Deadline for Februa

1995 TJN:

January 1
Publication Date: Jan. 27
Mail or Fax news releases, letters, calendar items,
or contributions to:
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 « Memphis, TN 38111—0485
Phone or Fax (901) 454—1411
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Gay Lobby ChoosesSan
Francisco Leftist As Leader
bia.Thegroupcountedstatewide
array ofendorsements
ByKimI. Mills broad
from
anti—Gayballotinitiatives,federal
AssociatedPressWriter
otherleadersofthe
Gaymovement
ordecisions,
state legislative
battles, court
before
announcingBirch,alawyer
Paras‘ appoint—for
local
ordinances,
edu—
ment.\Elizabeth
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
The
cation—related
activity, censor— tionalGayandLesbianTaskForce
Computer Inc.eadthe
new executive directorofthe Na— Apple
who wasHumanre—
ship,andmiscellaneousincidents
centlyselectedtoh
relatedtopublicpolicy.
Rights Campaign—rightslobby,c
iasctfacingoppositionfromsomeother
Fund, the other
_
Theyrangedfromtheintroduc—
WashingtonGay
i
v
i
s
t
s
,
whothinkherpoliticsare
alled
tionKentuckyGeneralAssemblytothe
of 14 anti—Gay bills in the toofarlMelindaParas,
Paras"agiftedmanager."
eft tosuitWashington.
Paras‘ predecessor,
41, wastapped Radecic,returned
Peri Jude
cancellation
of"TootsieDay"—
Dec.5toleadthegroup,theoldest
toheroldposition
whenboysdressasgirlsandvice
as public policy directoretandper—
Gay lobby, founded in taskforcedevelopedbudg
national
after the
versa
—
at
a
high
school
in
1973.ASanFranciscohealthcom—
Apopka,
Fla. Colo., several FilipinoandGaycommunitiesfor20
problems. theorganization
missionerwhohasbeenactivein the sonnel
Paras says she
In
hopesto
Boulder,
schoolprincipalscanceledperfor—
t backtofinancialhe
years,
Parashasspentthel
ast four andnursei
alth.
mancesofaplayaboutcensorship,
Inaninterview,P
months
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interim
chiefoperating
arassaidprob—
Don‘tReadThis.
lems arose at Shanti because
officerofthe32,000—membertask Franciscowasoverwhelm
San
In
GeorgiaandOklahoma,the
force.
edbythe
statelegislaturestookpunitiveac—
epidemic. Whenlawwentinto
has belonged to Marxist AIDS
Paras
the Ryan
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WhiteAIDSfunding
against
public
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p
o
l
i
t
i
c
a
l
groupsandwasarrestedand
stations— forshowing Talesofthe deportedfromthePhilippinesinthe
ealargeinfusionofcasha
f ect, shesaid,Shantisuddenly
had
City.
with
working
of
accused
1970s,
nd"wedid
not havenecessary
Andinatleasttwostates,well guerrillas
someofthe
attempting to overthrow tems
internalforsys—the
fundedlobbyingeffortsprevented
to
then—PresidentFerdinandMarcos.
account
changesi
passageoflegislationrecognizing executive
n contracts."
astofyearasdeputy
Parasresignedl
same—sexdomesticpartnersorof—
Paras
Shanti
the
said
director
the incomingmakeGOP—fu—
controlled
feringprotectionforGaysagainst
Congresswill
Project,aSanFranciscoAIDSser—
hatecrimesordiscrimination.
legislative victories
provider, amid charges that dtureif icufederal
vicesloppyaccountingrecordscouldnot
l
t
.
"Popular
hate—filled
rhetoric
And the expected elevation
commonlyusedbyreligiousright
explainwherethegrouphadspent
of
suchlegislatorsasSen.Je
leaders
i
breathing
l
into
a
s
i
f
e
morethan$300,000inpublicfunds.
sseHelms,
broadrange ofanti—Gay policies Therewasneveranymoney
R—N.C., who will lead the Senates
miss— ForeignRelationsCommittee,"doe
andpersonalattacks,"Kroppsaid
ing,shesaidinaninterview.
in a statement. "The result is a groupLesbianandGayAmericans,
MichaelPetrelis, afounderofthe asnotbodewellforus."Lo
ngviewed
politicalandsocialclimatehostile
a
foeofthe
Gay
community,
totheprinciplesofjusticeandf
air— wouldbeacceptabletomainstream
said he did not think her politics toHelmstriedthisyeartoc
utfunding
nessthat
school
safeguard
everyAmeri—
d
i
s
t
r
i
c
t
s
that
teach
toler—
} anceofhomosexuality.
can."The same report one year ago Gays."I don‘tknowif aGayleaderwith
But she voiced optimism about
arecordofj
a
i
l
timetryingtoover—
thepossibilityofgainsinthecourts,
foundevidenceof132anti—Gayin—
in 41 states— and the Dis— throwMarcos,andarecordoft
cidents
ry— expectstoseedomesticpartnership
andin societygenerally.Shesaidshe
ingtosupportl
e
f
t
i
s
t
trict ofColumbia.
Marxistcauses,
is what the Gay movement needs businesses
benefitsextendedtoGaysby
more
rightnow,"hesaid.
and
a
rise
in
diversity
But the task force gathered a trainingthatincludeshomosexuals.
Conservatives Push FDA for Quick
Approval of AIDS Home Test
hometesting,questionedtheorg
Bu MichelleMittelstadt nizations‘
a— unconscionabledelayanylongerand
commitmenttothefight
AssociatedPressWriter
iftheypersistwewillseekalegisla—
againstthedisease.
tive
remedy,which Ithink isolnowiti—
"Wherearethesepeopl
ecoming
WASHINGTON(AP)—AIDS
verypossiblegiventhenewp
from?"
askedortexecutive
director calrJoiningtheorganizationsi
activistsarequestioningthecreden—
ealities inWashington." n their
ChristopherP
e
l
i
,
whoseorgani—
ials ofconservativegroupsdemand— zationi
tingspeedygovernmentapprovalfor
s an umbrellagroupfor 11or request
fort kitrapidwasTexasCongress—
approval of the
clinicsthatprovideHIVtestingf
tode—
t
i
k
t
s
e
homet
anexperimentalhomet
e
s
ect the virus that causes thef fatal some150,000peopleannually.
man RalphnotHall,usuallya conservative
tdisease.
"I
don‘t
see
any
contributions
Democrat
inclined to—
thesepeoplehavemadeinthefig
conservative
oftwo
heads
wardactivismonhealthissues.
The
ht
the Free Congresss— againstAIDS,"headded.
organizations,
"Hometestingi
s apublichealth
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Weyrich,
president
ofthe
issue
FoundationandtheInstituteforJu
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assuming
Free Congress Foundation and ta timefortheFDAtoresponda
ice, heldanewsconferenceDec.13ug founderofNationalEmpowermen
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tdemandingthattheFoodandDr
p— toTelevision,saidhefeelscompell
Administrationmovequicklytoa
ed tmativelyin
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speak
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because
.
Intheabsence
t
s
e
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situation
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i
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n
,
treatmentandpreventionoft
t improving.
approval, the groups sig—s— isn‘"TheFDAnowforsevenyear
dread disease," saids amemberofthe
ofFDA
the Rockwall
lawmaker,whoi
naledtheymayseeklegalorlegi
s
hassatonaproposalforhomeac—
FreeCongressFoundation.
lativeremedy.
—
cess
HIV
testingand
counseling,"
ButtheheadoftheNationalLes
The issue ofhome testing has
Weyrich
told
a
news
conference.
Association,
provedquitecontroversial.
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No Let—Up in Anti—Gay Activity,

According to Liberal Advocates

By Kim I. Mills
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Politi—
cal and community leaders contin—
ued to crack down on homosexuals
last year as an anti—Gay campaign
spread across America, says a re—
port by a liberal advocacy group.
"While most attention has fo—
cused on two statewide anti—Gay
a

ballot initiatives in Oregon and
Idaho, a growing anti—Gay cam—
paign is gaining ground all across
America," said Arthur J. Kropp,
president of People for the Ameri—
can Way.
The organization‘s report, en—
titled "Hostile Climate," docu—
ments 134 incidents of what it
termed anti—Gay activity in 37
states and the District of Colum-'
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support a boycott of a company that
perpetuates the idea that male vio—
lence is the solution to differing
ideas."
While the ad may have been in—
tended to be humorous, "male vio—
lence is not humorous. Gay bashing
is not humorous," they said.
Thielen and Amaral called the ad
irresponsible and asked that it be
withdrawn from future publication.
"We apologize if the advertise—
ment has offended in any way,"
Microsoft said in a statement. "Its
attempt was to communicate in a
humorous way the wealth of knowl—
edge and enjoyment on our CD—
ROM products. It was absolutely not
intended to condone or promote any
form of antisocial behavior."
The ad will be withdrawn imme—
diately, the statement said.
Company spokeswoman Mich
Mathews said she believed the ad
had only run about three times.

Claybrook

niece.,

HONOLULU (AP) — A recent
magazine advertisement for the
Microsoft Composer Collection pro—
motes male violence and Gay bash—
ing, two Hawaii lawmakers
complained in a letter to Microsoft
founder and chairman Bill Gates.
Microsoft Corp., the world‘s larg—
est manufacturer of software for per—
sonal computers, quickly apologized
and said it would withdraw the ad.
The ad, which appeared in the
Nov. 21 issue of People magazine,
shows a tough—looking, bearded man
and includes his supposed narrative
about his confrontation with a man
with a "high girlie voice" over the
essence of music composer
Schubert‘s style.
"And then I deck him," says the
punchline to the ad.
"The ad certainly does not con—
vince us to run out and buy Microsoft
products," said the letter sent Nov.
30 by Reps. Cynthia Thielen and
Annelle Amaral. "Instead, we would
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ATLANTA (AP) — Georgia‘s
attorney general had no right to re—
voke a job offer to lawyer Robin
Shahar after he learned she planned
to marry another woman, a federal
appeals court was told Dec. 1.
In a case closely watched by Gay
activists, American Civil Liberties
Union lawyer Ruth Harlow asked
the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap—
peals to reinstate a lawsuit filed by
Ms. Shahar, who lost the job in 1991
after revealing her plans for a Les—
bian marriage.
"What she did may be controver—
sial, but it is not in violation of any
laws of the state of Georgia," Ms.
&
Harlow said.
Dorothy Kirkley defended Attor—
ney General Michael Bowers‘ de—
cision to withdraw the job offer. "We
believe he drew the line in the right
place and not in a way that violated
the right to free speech or free asso—
ciation," she told the court.
The case was argued before a
courtroom packed with civil liber—
tarians and Gay activists. The court
took the case under advisement with—
out indicating when it would rule.

Ms. Shahar is seeking reinstate—
cause a public outcry, she said.
ment and back pay.
"He offered no evidence why, if
The case is on appeal from a rul—
and how much the public would ob—
ing last year by U.S. District Judge ject," she said. "What we have here
Richard Freeman, who dismissed
is just a discomfort with something
Ms. Shahar‘s suit but said the right
that hasn‘t been approved by the
of Gays and Lesbians to associate
Georgia Legislature but certainly has
intimately with anyone they choose
not been disapproved."
is protected under the Constitution.
Same—sex marriages are not rec—
Civil libertarians have taken the
ruling as a partial victory "in that it
determined there was a constitu—
tional right for Gays and Lesbians
to associate," said Debra Schwartz,
one of Ms. Shahar‘s lawyers.
But the judge did not order Ms.
Shahar reinstated. He said her rights /
§
were outweighed by concerns that
her employment by the law depart—
ment—could undermine its effort to
enforce Georgia laws, including
those that make sodomy illegal.
In his decision, he noted that the
department often argues that Gay
and Lesbian unions carry no legal
benefits and that homosexuals can—
not legally engage in consensual
sodomy.
In Thursday‘s appeal, Ms.
Harlow argued that Bowers never
proved employing Ms. Shahar
would harm his department. He of—
fered only speculation that it would
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By Dick Pettys
Associated Press Writer
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Anti—Prostitution

Unique City Celebrates 10th Anniversary

By Robert Jablon Associated

keep its balance and its balance

Press Writer

sheet, Brotzman said.
The city‘s $38 million budget

WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) — City leaders see a bright
future for this community founded

"The word that‘s being used is a

works out to about $1,000 for every

a Gay political group, said before the
election.

4

man, woman and child. Of that,

The city started off with an

about $4 million is spent on social

openly Lesbian mayor and the first

10 years ago on the tenets of homo—
sexual rights and rent control.

services that range from helping the

city council in the nation with a Gay

homeless to providing meals to the

majority. The council made Hallow—

Sustained by entertainment in—
dustry money, the 1.9—square—mile

elderly and care for the AIDS—

een — traditionally a big event for

enclave has a healthy budget, lower
crime and better services than before

stricken.

"I think that this is a very agree—
able city, yes. But I also think that
you, in part, create your own luck,"
said Paul Brotzman, who has been
city manager for 9 1/2 years.
Residents celebrated the city‘s
10th anniversary the night of Nov.
29 at the Pacific Design Center, a
local landmark.
>

f

The city was incorporated Nov.
6, 1984.

its incorporation.

Files to Open

Gay Camelot," Erin Lorber, head of

:

the city‘s Gays — an official celebra—
tion, revamped rent control, out—
lawed

discrimination

against

At the time, several Los Ange—

homosexuals and gave medical ben—

les—area suburbs were considering

efits to the domestic partners of city

incorporating. Residents fleeing

workers.

crime and congestion in the giant

Things change. Mayor Valerie

urban area wanted local controls to

Terrigno resigned her council seat

prevent overdevelopment from fol—

after she was convicted of embez—

lowing them.

zling funds at a counseling center

But that wasn‘t the issue in West
Hollywood. With about 20,000 resi—

where she worked before becoming
mayor.

By Martin Griffith
Associated Press Writer
CARSON CITY (AP) — The
former president of Nevadans
Against Prostitution has filed an ap—
plication to open Nevada‘s first Gay
brothel.
Milo John Reese of Reno is seek—

said Thursday. "But I‘m crusading
against AIDS ... The issue is broth—
els are a.good place for Gays to go

Reese‘s crusade against brothels
included an unsuccessful attempt to
put a ballot question before voters
to outlaw prostitution.

to have safe sex."

populated areas in California.

homosexuals continue to wield

home to the Sunset Strip, Warner
Bros. studios, offices of major record

But George Flint, executive di—
rector of the Nevada Brothel Asso—

cision to phase out rent control.

companies and chic restaurants such

Brotzman said that just didn‘t play

But overall, Brotzman said, the

as Spago, Chasen‘s and Le Dome
cater.

in a city where, even today, about
80 percent of the population rents.

from those pricy restaurants and
glitzy industries have helped the city

borhoods.

Sex Orientation

city after 10 years remains "in an
enviable position": its crime rate

brothels.

Custody

lower, its streets cleaner than be—

Reese‘s group recently sent let—
ters to the news media warning that

PIERRE, S.D. (AP) — Setting
aside personal opinions about mo—
rality, the South Dakota Supreme

fore incorporation.

Suspect Charged
with Jacksonville

Murder
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) —

DISCOVER
THE JOY OF TOUCH

GENTLE,

RELAXING

FULL BODY MASSAGE

C os tost

By Appointment

Nationally Certified
Massage Therapist

Rapids, Minn.

But Gary Bowles pleaded inno—
cent through his attorney to murder

ral counties under state law.
Flint said he doubts whether

Van Driel, had argued it would not

and armed robbery charges in the
death of his roommate, 43—year—old

Reese has the financial backing to
open the brothel. Reese‘s action dis—

a Lesbian mother.

Walter Jammell Hinton of Jackson—

credits his past anti—prostitution ef—
forts, he added.

Robert A. Miller—said the justices

"He has confessed to six and says
that is all he did," Jacksonville Sher—
iff Jim McMillan said at the time of
Bowles‘ arrest.

Gay bars, hustling men in exchange
for lodging, household chores or
sexual favors. He confessed to mur—
ders in Jacksonville, Daytona Beach
and Hilliard, as well as Atlanta, Sa—
vannah, Ga., and Silver Spring, Md.,
McMillan said. All the victims were
bludgeoned, strangled or shot.
U,

*GLEN
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BREAKFAST
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Eureka Springs, AK 72632
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Bowles was arrested at a day la—
bor office in Jacksonville Beach and

O8

&

The justices said Lori Ann Van
Driel, formerly of Ethan and
Mitchell, may have custody of a son
and daughter even though she is a

Prostitution is illegal in Reno and
Las Vegas, but is legal in certain ru—

The FBI says Bowles frequented

AY

her children.

charged with first—degree murder in
the slaying of his roommate.

was arrested last month, days after
being added to the list of the FBI‘s

Pitman

Tom

"When nobody comes forth with
a true application, he files one,"Flint
said. "What he‘s trying to do is keep

Court ruled unanimously Dec. 8 that
a divorced Lesbian mother may keep

to killing six Gay men has been

10 Most Wanted Fugitives.

761—7977

someone was trying to opena Gay
brothel in Nye County and such a
business would pose a health risk.

No Bar to Child

things stirred up so the Legislature
will address prostitution and ban
brothels."

The man authorities say confessed

ville, said prosecutor Tom Bishop.
Bowles, of Clifton Forge, Va.,

Guaranteed Rejuvenation For

She said there are no county
codes prohibiting Gay brothels. State

ciation, said he thinks Reese filed the
application in an effort to discredit
Nevada‘s legalized heterosexual

posts, Brotzman said.

a larger voice in running their neigh—

MASSAGE

to identify investors and specify an
exact location.

Lesbian sex were repealed by the
1993 Legislature.

There currently are only two

looked forward with pride to having

Deputy District Attorney Rachel
Nicholson said the application was
sent back to Reese because it failed

sodomy statutes forbidding Gay and

Gay council members, although

Gays added their clout and

cations, to conduct the process as it
would for any other applicant.

"Yeah, people might look at it
funny that I‘m trying to do this," he

dents per square mile, it was and re—

And while some neighborhoods
qualify as low—income, the revenues

has directed the sheriff‘s office,
which handles brothel license appli—

ing approval from Nye County offi—
cials to open a men‘s—only bordello
near Pahrump sometime next year.

mains one of the mostly densely

political clout and hold many civic

Nevada‘s

First Gay Brothel

West Hollywood, about 10 miles
west of downtown Los Angeles, is

The main issue was a county de—

Crusader

questioned about Hinton‘s killing.
Hinton had been found dead in his
mobile home last month.
Authorities said he has confessed
to murders in Atlanta and Daytona
Beach but hasn‘t been charged.
Bowles has been arrested at least
14 times in Florida since 1981 on
charges ranging from sexual battery
and aggravated assault to robbery
and violating probation.

But Reese insisted he has suffi—
cient backing from a group of Las
Vegas investors and is serious about
the plans. He declined to identify the
investors, however.

Lesbian and lives with her female
lover. The couple reside in Coon
The children‘s father, James M.
be in their best interests to live with
But Supreme Court Chief Justice
must be guided by principles of law
rather than moral evaluation of the
mother‘s conduct.
"Personal conceptions of moral—
ity held by members of this court

"I have all the money I need," he
said. "Itll cost us $50,000 to start
out... All you have to do is put some

controversy," he wrote.

trailers up ... I‘ve already spoken to
some realtors about some land about

does not automatically make that
person unfit for child custody, Miller

three miles outside Pahrump."

said.

Reese said he recently severed his
ties with the anti—prostitution group
after a five—year stint as its leader,
but he still opposes Nevada‘s legal—

shown to have had some harmful

have no place in resolution of this
Immoral conduct by one parent

"The parent‘s conduct must be
effect on the children."
Circuit Judge Boyd McMurchie

ized heterosexual brothels.

did not abuse his discretion in award—

"I‘m against them but they‘re
here to stay," he said. "It‘s been a
headache fighting them and I spent
a lot of my own money ... They‘re

preme Court said.
The children prefer to live with
their mother, and they have not been

too entrenched in Nevada. They‘re
a legacy of the wild, wild West."

justices said. A psychologist recom—

Asked how a Gay brothel would
be any better than a heterosexual
one, he replied, "There‘s a lot more
abuse at heterosexual brothels with
women getting pushed around. You
wouldn‘t have that problem at a Gay
brothel."
The Nye County Commission

ing custody to the mother, the Su—

harmed by her sexual preference, the
mended that the mother get the chil—

January

Firefighter Convicted of Intimidating Lesbians

DALLAS, Ore. (AP) — A vet—
eran Portland firefighter was con—
victed of a bias crime Dec. 8 for
yelling at two women during a Sep—
tember traffic incident because he
thought they were Lesbians.
James Patrick Harder, 42,
pleaded no contest to second—degree
intimidation in Polk County Circuit
Court, District Attorney Fred Avera
said. One of the women Harder in—
timidated on Sept. 6 was a state leg—
islator.
The intimidation charge is a bias
crime because it was committed
based on Harder‘s perception of the
women‘s sexual orientation. _
Polk County Circuit Court Judge
Charles E. Luukinen sentenced
Harder to two years probation, 10
days in the Polk County Jail, 100
hours of community service and an— —
ger management therapy.

Las

Harder also pleaded no contest to
careless driving and was fined $250.
Harder declined comment at the
request of his attorney, Walter Todd.
Harder has been a firefighter with
the Portland Fire Bureau since 1977.
Danetta Wilke and her passenger,
state Rep. Hedy Rijken, D—Newport,
were driving on Oregon 18 when
Harder approached from behind in
his car. He began tailgating Wilke‘s
van and abruptly passed it.
Wilke stayed close behind
Harder, making him think they were
intentionally following him. Harder
stopped his car on the road and
Wilke stopped behind him.
Harder got out of his car and
shouted obscenities at the women.
Later, both vehicles were forced
to stop for construction in Grand
Ronde. Harder got out of his car and
approached the van, screaming ob—

Vegas
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Prompts Complaints
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
The organizer of a fund—raiser for
children with AIDS prompted com—
plaints about censorship by draping
black plastic over paintings of male
nudes on display at the site of the
benefit.
Glenda Hollis, who put the event
together at two adjacent art galler—
ies, said she was concerned the paint—
ings would offend donors.
"I feel I did what I had to do,"
she said. "We are supposed to be
doing this for children with AIDS
in Alabama and the most important
thing to me was to get money to pro—
vide for AIDS babies."
But the artist whose paintings
were covered said he was offended.
"I think it insults the intelligence
of the art community in Birmingham
because it says they are not intelli—
gent enough to handle male nudes,"
said Robert Sherer, a Jasper native
who is director of the Lowe Gallery
in Atlanta and whose work features
nude men.
The two art galleries, Agnes and
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Studio 2030, played host to the event
Dec. 2 at their adjacent exhibition
areas. More than $8,000 was raised
through the sale of portraits and or—
naments.
But both galleries are currently
exhibiting works featuring nude
males and females, prompting the
problem.
Louis Hill, ownerofStudio 2030,
and Jon Coffelt, owner of Agnes,
refused to cover the nude works
themselves. But they let Ms. Hollis
do it.
"I felt I should give them total
freedom with that space as I do with
artists," Hill said ofthe fund—raiser‘s
hosts.
On display at Studio 2030 were
paintings by Sherer, whose work
portrays men in roles traditionally
occupied by women. Sherer‘s work
depicts nude men relaxing, dressing,
sleeping and gazing at the viewer.
Hill said much of Sherer‘s work
has come under attack, ranging from
fist fights between viewers to de—
struction of the works. The artist‘s
displays have been censored in Ohio
and Pennsylvania.
Ms. Hollis, whose fund—raiser
was for the benefit of A Baby‘s
Place, which provides foster care for
children with the AIDS and the
AIDS virus, said she is a lover ofart
and owns several paintings of nudes.
She was worried that people attend—
ing the fund—raiser would be of—
fended if they brought children.
"I had invited 4,000—plus people
into a space representative of A
Baby‘s Place. They‘re coming ex—
pecting childlike simplicity and
they‘re getting nudity," Ms. Hollis
said. "The last thing I need to do is
offend the people who give kids with
HIV money and medicine. They
need to survive."
Coffelt said that if Ms. Hollis was
concerned about offending people
she should not have invited people
to an art gallery "known for its con—
troversial work."
He said art is meant to educate
and inform people and censoring it
does nothing but cause ignorance.
"There‘s no reason for art to be
covered," he said. "We don‘t show
pornography, this is art. These kids
who are looking at it need to be ex—
posed, they should be looking at art
like this."
s
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Censorship of Nudes at

scenities about the women‘s sexual
orientation and beating on the
driver‘s side window.
The police arrived and accused
Harder of disorderly conduct. Ad—.
ditional charges were added later.
However, Harder agreed to the
no—contest plea if the district attor—
ney would drop charges of reckless
driving, menacing, recklessly endan—
gering and disorderly conduct, Todd
said.
Harder believed the two women
were Lesbians because Wilke‘s van
had license plates listing an Oregon
House bill that Harder mistakenly
thought was a Gay rights law.
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Parents,

Late Son‘s Lover Fight Over Burial Site

buried in Saginaw County. Varney also claims
SAGINAW, Mich. (AP) — A Saginaw
he and Bewley bought burial plots at Richland
man who died of complications from AIDS
made a will but didn‘t say where he wanted to Township Cemetery.
>
On Wednesday, Varney‘s attorney, Jay
be buried, resulting in a legal fight between
his North Texas parents and his companion of Kaplan, filed for a temporary restraining or—
der preventing the Bewleys from taking their
12 years.
son‘s body to Texas. Saginaw County Circuit
O.J. and Mary Lou Bewley want their son,
Judge Patrick M. Meter scheduled a Dec. 12
O‘Jay Bewley, buried near their home in Val—
hearing on Kaplan‘s request.
ley View, Texas. Paul Varney wants him bur—
Under common law, next—of—kin have
ied in Saginaw.
The body of Bewley, who was 38, has been é rights to a relative "unless there are particular
circumstances of affinity of close association"
at a Saginaw funeral home since his death Nov.
—a condition that applies to Varney, Kaplan
27.
;
said.
"We want him buried in Texas where we
"Believe me, we were perfectly willing to
can visit him in our old age,"said O.J. Bewley,
resolve this without having to go to court,"
62. "We can look at his grave and say, ‘There‘s
said Kaplan, who is affiliated with the HIV/
our son.""
AIDS Advocacy Program of the Michigan
Varney contends he was executor of O ‘Jay
Protection and Advocacy Service. "It‘s a
Bewley‘s estate and that Bewley wanted to be
Two Men Charged in Gay Man‘s

shame." The nonprofit organization, based in
Livonia, represents individuals with develop—
mental, physical or mental disabilities.
O.J. Bewley said he and his wife are not
hostile toward Gays, adding that they invited
Varney to Texas when they offered to care for
their son. But he accused Kaplan of using his

Living

late son to publicize the Gay rights
movement‘s effort "to get a precedent case law
passed."
"We have looked atour son‘s contracting
HIV since 1985," Bewley said. "Now we‘re
looking at a fight to try and get his body back
here. It‘s not a pretty picture."

with

AIDS
should
a

not

be

financial

challenge...

Beating Death
WESTLAND, Mich. (AP) — Two men
accused of beating a Gay man to death were
being held without bond after their arraign—
ment on assault, robbery and murder charges.
Chris Shema, 29, and Kirk Morcicky, 23,
who were arraigned Saturday, face a maxi—
mum sentence of life in prison if convicted.
Shema and Morcicky are accused of fatally
beating Gary Rocus, 41, with a pool cue on
Nov. 26.
According to Dearborn Heights police Lt.
James Izeluk, Shema and Morcicky went to a

Gay bar with the intent of robbing someone.
Rocus and a 39—year—old friend left the bar
with two men and went back to Rocus‘
Dearborn Heights home. After shooting pool,
the strangers beat Rocus and his friend, tied
them up, and stole a car, cash and other items,
police said.
Rocus later died from his injuries.
A preliminary examination for Shema and
Morcicky is scheduled for Dec. 14 in Dearborn
Heights District Court.
R

Coping with a personal crisis
should at least be on your own
terms.
Selling your life insurance policy

How would you get paid?
Upon accepting our offer, your
money will be placed in an
escrow account* specifically
created for you.
The full amount will be sent
to you no later than 48 hours
after receiving proof of the requested

can help reduce financial stress
and allow you to regain control
of your personal affairs.

Program To Help Mississippi PLWAs
With Rent To Start In January
A $1 million
JACKSON, Miss. (AP)
grant program set to begin at the first of the
year will provide rent to low—income people
with AIDS or HIV, state Health Department
officials say.
Bob Lowery, who coordinates the dis—
tribution of oral medication and intravenous
therapy to the state‘s HIV and AIDS popu—
lation, said individual grants would be based
on a person‘s income after they pay their
medical expenses.
"Due to the expense of this disease and
the fact that most everyone that has con—
tracted the disease is on a limited income,
housing is a tremendous problem," Lowery
said. "A lot of people have to choose be—
tween buying groceries and paying rent."
There is no estimate on how many people
could benefit from the program, he said.
Ethel James Ivory Jr., an advocate for the
homeless with the state‘s HIV Prevention
Planning Committee, said the program will
help avert additional homelessness and im—
prove the health care for infected homeless
people.
"You‘re going to have more people who
are not going to be able to afford lodging,"
Ivory said. "The bed rest is most important. .
But that is a luxury for homeless people."

f

The $1 million grant is the maximum
amount awarded by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, which
oversees the Housing Opportunities for Per—
—
sons With AIDS program.
HUD, which began the program in 1992,
announced on Aug. 17 that Mississippi was
one of 31 states and municipalities to have
successfully competed for .
the $25.6 million funding

Normally, we offer 60 to 80% of
the face value of the policy.
. In some instances, we pay more

changes to your policy.
At Individual Benefits Inc., we care
how you feel about us.. For more
information, please call (anytime):

than 80%. No fees or processing
costs are ever deducted from your
money.
1
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Individual Benefits

pool, said HUD Program
Specialist Davis Vos.
Officials say 4,703
Mississippians have been
diagnosed with AIDS or
HIV, the virus that causes
AIDS.
Lowery said 1nd1v1dual
grants will go directly to
landlords. The money can
go toward emergency
housing for those who
have been evicted, have
become homeless or can
be used toward paying for
an apartment, a single .
room or a place in a com—
munity residence, he said.
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Some Soldiers, Sailors Say ‘Don‘t Ask,
By Kim I. Mills
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ma—
rine Cpl. Kevin Blaesing thought
his sessions with a military psy—
chologist were confidential, so he .
told her he was questioning his
sexual orientation.
As the session ended, the coun—
selor said she believed she was re—
quired to tell his commanding
officer. Blaesing was charged with
violating the "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy that subjects homosexuals
in the military to possible dis—
charge if they reveal their sexual
orientation.
A board voted 2—1 to kick
Blaesing out of the Marines. But
the decision was overturned on
appeal at the Charleston, S.C.,
Naval Weapons Station.

Since then, however, a new
commander has taken charge and
he gave Blaesing a low re—enlist—
ment recommendation. Blaesing‘s
lawyer contends that the com—
mander is retaliating because he
believes the corporal is Gay.
Michelle Benecke, a former
Army officer and co—director of
the Servicemembers Legal De—
fense Network, says the Blaesing
case is a clear example of how the
new policy is worse than the one
President Clinton abandoned after
taking office in 1993.
The Clinton policy bars the
military from questioning person—
nel or recruits to determine their
sexual orientation. But it also calls
for discharges of those who state
their sexual orientation and cannot
subsequently prove they wouldn‘t
engage in homosexual conduct.
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Don‘t Tell‘ Policy is Worse

"Underthe old policy, this case the commander would be duty— that itcould not substantiatethe bias
allegations, according Tepley.
wouldn‘t have gone anywhere be— bound to consider discharge.
Blaesing‘s at— Theinspector generaltohasoffered
«cause (Blaesing) did not say, ‘I am But PeterTepley,
Gay," said Benecke, whose na— torney, said he thought his client to extend Blaesing‘s enlistment
tionwide organization has advised had not stated a sexual orientation one year, after which he will be for
re—
some 200 people accused under and therefore, should not have evaluated, Tepley said.
ThePentagon reportsthatthe
the new policy ofhomosexualcon— faced discharge.
duct or who claim harassment. "If people want to tell, they charge rate for homosexualitydis—is
where the mess hall is, they holding steady, despite the new
"Under the new policy, a Gay know
the commander‘s of— policythat Clinton saidwould make
statement is a statement that know wheresaid.
life better for Gays already in the
you‘re Gay ... or it‘s this nebulous fice is," he
thing called a nonverbal statement Tepley said the policy defines services.
"telling" as a statement "that a rea— Infiscal 1993, 682service—mem—
of one‘s orientation."
would believe indi— berswereseparat
The patient—doctor confidenti— sonable person
speaker‘s propensity to percent ofthe totaled—about0.0003
ality that Blaesing relied upon cates thein homosexual
force, according
acts."
to the Pentagon. A total
does not apply in the military ser— engage
of597
vices, "and the reason is for one "Ourposition isandtheevidence separated in fiscal 1994, but thewere
showed there was no charge rate remained unchanged dis—
of mission readiness," said Maj. at his hearing
convey that. Therefore the causeofdownsizingin the military.be—
Tom Schultz, a Pentagon spokes— intent towasn‘t
Even though the services not
policy violated."
man
Marine inspector general‘s supposed to ask about sexualareorien—
In a case like Blaesing‘s, Theinvestigated
low tation, Benecke said the practice is
Schultzsaid the counselor would office rating Blaesing‘s
:
have to report the individual and re—enlistment and said earlier still common.
Navy Panel Recommends That Lesbian
Reservist Stay in Service
commit acts prohibited by the mili—
engage in homosexual acts.
By Michaelle Locke
cases under "don‘t ask, tary.
&
Asssociated Press Writer don‘tPrevious
tell" have gone against the ser—
Fidell said that should send an
encouraging message to the Clinton
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A vice member.
Washington, a Navy board administration that the "safety
Navytribunal‘ssurpriserecommen— of —In
recommended that Lt. valve" provisions of "don‘t ask,
dation not to discharge a Lesbian Tracyinquiry
Thorne, a former member of don‘t tell" are working.
reservist was hailed as a victory by
The board obviously decided
squad—
Gay—rights activists but discounted the "Flying Tigers" bombing
discharged. The board said "with her demeanor as evidence that
byotherlegalexpertsasananomaly. ron, be publicly
disclosed he is Gay, she was a truthful person and would
Therecommendation, which lets Thorne
but made no attempt to prove he be good to her word and would be a
Lt. Cmdr. (Select) Zoe Dunning re— would
not engage in homosexual law—abiding person," he said.
_
mainintheservice,
The Navy had no comment on the
;
tionsabout how theraisednewques—
Pentagon‘snew acts.
recommendation, which now goes
"don‘t ask, don‘ttell"policy will be —In Bangor, Wash., another
authorities and ultimately
implemented. It must still be ap— board of inquiry recommended dis—. tothenaval
secretary of the navy.
charging Machinist‘s Mate 2nd
proved by the naval secretary.
"The decision, in a sense, is ob— Class Mark A. Philips, even though ° Dunning‘s attorney, Greg
viously a classic Bronx cheer at the a Navy officer had closely ques— Bonfiglio, credited the decision,
policy,"said Matt Coles, directorof tioned the sailor about his homo— reached after two days of hearing at
the Lesbian and Gay rights project sexuality. Philips made the Treasure Island Naval Station, to
at the American Civil Liberties disclosure while being questioned in Dunning‘s stellar military record and
Union‘s San Francisco office.
1992, a practice permitted under the the fact that a number of her co—
_ John Jenkins, associate dean of old policy. He was recommended for workers and supervisors testified she
the National Law Center at George discharge under the new policy. was an excellent worker whose
Washington University, disagreed —In Norfolk, Va., a board rec— sexual orientation had not disrupted
Friday. "It seems to me that the de— ommended honorably discharging the unit.
cisionoftheboard isanaberration," Lt. j.g. R. Dirk Selland, who was Dunning, 31, works one weekend
Jenkins said.
presumed to engage in homosexual a month as a supply officer at the
Eugene Fidell, a Washington at— acts after disclosing he was living Naval Aviation Depot in Alameda.
Others fighting the same battle as
torney and expert on military law, with a Gay man.
said itwas hardto draw conclusions In Dunning‘s case, the board Dunning were heartened by her suc—
from the ruling because the new found that despite the fact that she cess.
policy is still being shaped. "It‘s not declared "I am a Lesbian," at a 1993 ""Maybe this will be a first step to
soup yet," he said. ‘
rally, she had rebutted the presump— there being some rational thinking
The old policy banned homo—
sexuals outright.
"Don‘t ask, don‘t tell," imple—
mented early this year, permits Gay
men and Lesbians to serve, but only
if they keep quiet about it and don‘t
practice homosexuality.
The military, meanwhile, is for—
bidden from questioning service
members about their orientation, the
"don‘t ask" portion of the rule.
Under the new policy, if service
members publicly declare them—
selves to be Gay, they face discharge
unless they can prove they do not
¥
ne %
$"

tion that she would engage in homo—
sexual acts.
Dunning didn‘t try to convince
the board she was celibate, arguing
instead that her statement was
merely an expression of orientation
and did not imply she planned to

on the part of the government," said
Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer, a
decorated veteran who was dis—
charged after declaring herself a
Lesbian and later won a court battle
for reinstatement to the National
Guard.
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Thailand A Nation Where An Estimated One In Every 60 People is Gay

By Sheila Mcnulty
Associated Press Writer

EDITORS NOTE — In Thai—
land, a nation where an estimated
one in every 60 people is homo—
sexual, there are no closets to hide
in and no reason to hide. Homosexu—
ality is simply accepted. And topro—
claim that fact they are building
Flower Town to accommodate them.
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) —
Nestled in the lush mountains of cen—
tral Thailand, a luxury town of
karaoke bars, cafes, health clubs,"
swimming pools and massage par—
lors is being built for 2,000 Gay men.
The world‘s first all—Gay village
is being promoted in a slick brochure
with glossy pictures of handsome
men dancing close, resting their
heads on each other‘s laps beside a
swimming pool and gazing roman—
tically over the mountains with their
arms around each other.
With 70 percent of the 800 luxury
homes already sold, the $32 million
project is to open next year as Flower
Town.
And not a single protest has been
lodged.
"In other countries, Gays have to
fight for what they need," says
project owner Dejdeow Srichai, a
33—year—old homosexual. "But in
Thailand, Gays can do everything."
Indeed, Gays are widely tolerated
here. They are called "flowers" be—
cause, as Dejdeow says, Gays are
"clean, lovely, fresh, beautiful and
refined." They make no attempt to

hide their feminine mannerisms,
whether they perform as waitresses
and salesmen, or even in such high—
profile jobs as businessmen and pro—
fessors.
Seri Wongmonta, one of
Thailand‘s most outspoken Gays,
confirms that while there is some
pressure on those in politics and the
military to be more discreet about
their homosexuality, there is no so—
cial pressure here against being Gay.
And thus, he says, no need for a Gay
movement.
Seri works for advertising and
public relations firms, as a market—
ing consultant, professor, radio and
television host, and columnist. "I‘ve
been accepted in all these fields," he
says. "They don‘t mind me being
what I am.
"I was not that open," while liv—
ing in the United States in recent
years, he says. "In America, when
you are too open, people reject you."
In Thailand, he says, Gays are more
likely to be pitied.
The devoutly Buddhist Thais be—
lieve people are homosexuals, Les—
bians, transvestites or heterosexuals
because of their karma. Theygener—
ally don‘t judge them for being dif—
ferent but attribute it to actions in
their past lives. It is simply their fate.
Even with AIDS reaching epi—
demic proportions in parts of Thai—
land, there has been no backlash
against Gays who often bear the
brunt of the blame for the fatal dis—
ease in other countries.
Kongsak Boonyamwong, an ef—
fusively effeminate cashier at a ma—

jor department store, says he had no
trouble getting a job in Thailand de—
spite his behavior and looks. He
wears his black, shiny hair just be—
low his ears and brushes powder
across his cheeks and black pencil
over his arched eyebrows before
going to work.
"I never try to hide," says the girl—
ish—looking 24—year—old. "I like to act
like a woman. I like to have long
hair. I like to walk like a woman. I
have practiced for a long time until
it comes naturally."
Nobody appears to object. "I
don‘t care about being served by
Gays," says Paweenaa Rodmanee,
an 18—year—old university student
just outside the store. "They are the
same as me — human."
Transvestite beauty contests are
held at village fairs and major festi—
vals, where they are taken very seri—
ously. And Gays, Lesbians and
transvestites are common in Thai
soap operas, with the sexual orienta—
tion of the actors or actresses often
having no direct bearing on the plot.
"I wanted to be a woman since
kindergarten," says Chanchai
Triwachirangkoon, a 21—year—old
cabaret dancer. "My parents said to
me, ‘Whatever you want to be — a
man or a woman — go ahead. Just
be a good person."
He had breast—implant surgery
several months ago and is planning
another sex—change operation in the
coming months.
"In Thailand, so many men want
to be women," he says. "It‘s fash—
ionable."

Landmark Israeli Court Ruling

Wanlop Piyamanotham, a lec—
turer on sex at Srinakharinwirot
University, says that is because they
are treated well by everyone. Thai
men like Gays because they don‘t
have to compete with them for
women and Thai women like them
because they are less domineering
than typical Thai men and show

IT‘S

more respect for women.
:
He says a study of Gays in Thai—
land several years ago established
there were more than 1 million ho—
mosexuals in a country of about 60
million people —which he says is
one of the highest rates in the world.
Sarawut Thammee, a graceful,

See Thailand on page 26
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ANNUAL INVENTORY

Recognizes Gay Couples

SALLE

By Dan Perry
Associated Press Writer
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) —The
Supreme Court has handed Israel‘s
Gay community a major victory in
a landmark ruling recognizing same—
sex couples.
The 50—page decision forces the
national airline El Al to grant the
partner of flight attendant Jonathan
Danielevitz the same annual free
tickets and other benefits given to
husbands and wives of heterosexual
employees.
The case had wound its way up
Israel‘s court system for five years,
reaching the Supreme Court after El
Al appealed a regional labor court
ruling in favor of Danielevitz.
El Al spokesman Nachman
Kleiman said the company would
"honor and abide by the decision in
its entirety." He said there was no
precedent for El Al extending the
rights to unmarried couples.
No reaction was available from
Danielevitz. Press reports say he has
lived with his unidentified partner

for 15 years.
Gay rights activists said the rul—
ing would have widespread signifi—
cance in Israel, which remains a
relatively conservative society on
homosexuality.
"This will affect all walks of life.
... We will try to apply this decision
to other areas," said Ilan Shenfeld, a
leading Gay rights activist.
Shenfeld said he has been unable
to arrange a joint mortgage or den—
tal insurance with his homosexual
partner, whom he wed in a legal con—
tract not recognized as marriage by
the state.
Shira Dunevich, Danielevitz‘s
lawyer, said most Israeli homosexu—
als are still in the closet.
"But we know more and more
Gays are coming out ... and this will
help them hold their heads high," she
said.
One case that could be affected
is that of Adit Steiner, who has un—
successfully sought pension rights
from the army after the death two
years ago of his Gay lover, army
medical officer Col. Doron Meisel.

"There is no more reason in Is—
rael to discriminate against homo—
sexuals," Steiner told Israel Radio.
He said he hoped Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin "will make a cou—
rageous decision and accept my re—
quest for rights."
Nov. 30s ruling buoyed ‘the
Gay community, shocked last
month by the murder of
Yeshayahu Demner, an AIDS—in—
fected professor at the Technion
college in Haifa.
Police said Demner spent the
last year of his life trying to infect
hundreds of partners and was
likely killed by one of his victims.
Gay rights issues could ad—
versely affect Rabin‘s efforts to
widen his narrow parliament ma—
jority by alienating potential reli—
gious coalition partners.
Rabbi Moshe Maya, a legisla—
tor from the religious Shas Party,
said the Supreme Court ruling
gave official sanction to homo—
sexuality and could encourage
youth to adopt a Gay lifestyle.
See related story on page 14
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Gay Teens Have Problems Finding People to Understand and Talk To
By Pat Kossan
The Phoenix Gazette
PHOENIX (AP) — Talk to
people about teens who are dropping
out of school, living on the streets
and killing themselves in record
numbers and they‘ll tell you they
care.
Talk to people about the struggle
of being a Gay or Lesbian youth and
they‘re not sure they want to talk
about it at all.
Many of those people who don‘t
want to talk are the same people the
teens are mostly likely to reach out
to when they‘re feeling lonely and
afraid. They are parents, teachers,
counselors, the coach at the local
club, the Scout leader.
The Children‘s Aid Society of
New York reports Gay and Lesbian
teens make up 30 percent of young
people who have attempted suicide
and have a higher risk for drug abuse.
Another 40 percent of Gay and
Lesbian youth suffer violence from
family and friends because they are
Gay. Nearly halfof New York City‘s
15,000 homeless street youth are
Gay or Lesbian.
In an effort to stop such waste,
The Flinn Foundation recently
awarded Arizona‘s Children‘s Ac—
tion Alliance and the Lesbian Re—
source Project a $50,000 grant.

It will be used to develop a cur—
Helms, R—N.C., of North Carolina
~ riculum for a one—day educational
attempted to cut federal money this
workshop on issues facing Gay and
summer to any school district that
Lesbian youth for people who work permitted school counselors to talk
with teens.
to Gay and Lesbian students even if
"One of the things our kids feel they referred students to Gay and
is isolation. Unless they know it‘s
Lesbian support groups.
safe, they won‘t reach out. They
The amendment to an education
need to know they won‘t be totally
funding bill passed the Senate, as did
ostracized or beat up," said Toby
similar legislation in the House, but
Urvater, the adviser for a Gay and _ was gutted in a joint conference be—
Lesbian youth support group.
fore the bill became law. It is ex—
Many of the 35 kids who show
pected to be back on the agenda this
up at the weekly support group are coming session.
afraid to talk with friends or teach—
That kind of sentiment chills the
ers, even counselors, clergy, or par—
efforts to save these children from
§
ents.
disaster, Urvater said.
"I hear all the time, ‘If I told my
"We‘d like to do more outreach
parents, I wouldn‘t have a home to
to let people know we‘re here, but
live in,"‘ Urvater said. "What‘s we have to be real careful. We don‘t
worse is when they send them to a want a backlash. We don‘t want to
program to get the Gayness out of be accused of recruiting," Urvater
them, to cleanse them. What does said.
.
that do to their self—esteem?"
Despite it all, many counselors
The problem is not only rampant
and social workers say they would
bigotry, but ignorance, she said.
welcome more information.
Many adults even those who work
"The information would be real
with youth simply assume useful. Most school counselors are
everyone‘s heterosexual.
pretty conservative because we work
"After you explain it to people in a conservative setting," said Meg
they say, ‘Oh, yeah,"" Urvater said.
Sanford, past president of the Ari—
It‘s also a topic subject that scares zona School Counselors Associa—
some people because they fear a tion.
4
strong reaction from deeply conser—
Despite Sanford‘s conservative
vative sections of society.
realm, she resents Congress‘ efforts
Despite the statistics, Sen. Jesse to dictate which children she can

Teens Complain Gay Rights Law
Ignored at Their Schools
By Jose Martinez
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — At 16, Kate
MacLeod says she already has been
hounded out of one school by class—
mates who branded her "a dyke and
a lesbo" because she dressed a little
differently and spoke out for Gay
rights.
That was only junior high, too,
and before she had told anyone she
was bisexual. In between, there were
occasional thoughts of suicide but
mostly pain.
"Every time I hear those hateful
words, I hurt," MacLeod, a sopho—
more at Duxbury Junior—Senior High
School, told the Governor‘s Com—
mission on Gay and Lesbian Youth.
A year after Massachusetts en—
acted the nation‘s first law protect—
ing the civil rights of homosexual
teen—agers in public schools, students
say Gay bashing continues unabated
in classrooms and hallways across
the state.
What‘s worse, students and state
officials say, is some principals are
doing little if anything to enforce the
law protecting their Gay and Lesbian
pupils.
"Until now, we have given
schools time to voluntarily follow
the law," said David LaFountaine,
chairman ofthe commission. "There

seems to be a lower standard for re—
specting Gay student rights than for
other civil rights of students."
LaFountaine said testimony from
some of the more than 250 students,
parents and educators at the hearing
would be included in a report to Gov.
William Weld on how to close gaps
in enforcing the law.
Since Weld signed the protec—
tions for Gay students into law last
year, the number of Gay—straight
high school support groups around

Masséchusetts has jumped from just
five to 35.
But the increased visibility of the —
Gay and Lesbian groups has drawn
both the ridicule of classmates and
attempts in by some school officials
to disband the organizations,
LaFountaine said.
Alan Safran, a spokesman for the
Massachusetts Department of Edu—
cation, said he was unaware of any
instances where administrators or
See Teens on page 27

help and how.
friends, harassment and physical
"My communication is confiden— abuse in schools, transportation to
tial. It becomes an ethical issue. Re— support groups, health and spiritu—
ality of that (a ban on speaking to ality.
Gay students) really happening is
“Spmtualltyis a big issue with
remote," she said.
young people," says Barb Jones,
Sanford works in a school with executive director of the Lesbian
kindergarten classes up to eighth Resource Project. "They‘re still at
grade.
the age when parents are choosing
She‘s never been approached by the church they go to and 90 percent
a young person who suspects he‘s of the churches are telling them
Gay, but she has talked with chil— they‘re going to hell."
dren who have Gay parents.
Buena Reid‘s son was almost 30
Being Gay is a big secret for little when he told his parents that he was
kids to keep, she said, but it remains Gay. That was 17 years ago.
a secret because they fear being
"The saddest day of my life was
called a "fag" and being physically when I realized what he had been
abused.
_ through before he had the courage
"Yes, we need training," said to talk to us," said Reid, a spokes—
Jemeille Borselli, program director person spokeswoman for the Valley
for the Boys & Girls Clubs of Met— chapter of Parents and Friends of
ropolitan Phoenix.
Lesbians and Gays.
"It does come up. We have in—
Reid said her son was forced to
vited speakers to discuss how to keep a secret and believed he was
break down barriers to help a child. completely alone. He had to look up
We don‘t pass judgment on choices. the topic in the library because there
Our role is to make every child feel was no one to talk with.
comfortable with themselves."
"High school youth are going
The new curriculum will focus on through the same thing and it‘s the
several areas, including reducing 1990s," she said. "There are more
prejudice, homelessness and money coming out but for every boldone,
problems, lack of support and there are many, many more."
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Debate

Over

Religion

Homosexuality

Erupts

at

Hope

College

HOLLAND, Mich. (AP) — An

bate at all, said Steven Hoogerwerf,

unofficial group of 12 Hope College

an assisting visiting professor of re—

students called the Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Student Union has spurred
a debate over homosexuality and
religion at the Christian liberal arts
college.
At the heart of the campus con—
troversy is the Bible‘s stance on ho—
mosexuality — and questions about
whetherit‘s appropriate to use Scrip—
ture to condemn homosexuality, stu—
dents and faculty members said.
Debate began in October after 30
faculty members offered to serve as
liaisons between the group and po—
tential members. The issue has been

debated in letters to the editor of the
college newspaper, The Anchor.
In Mid—December, fliers were
anonymously posted on campus cit—
ing Leviticus 20:13, which calls
sexual relations between two men "a
disgusting thing," which makes
them "responsible for their own
death."
They, were answered with fliers
_ citing Leviticus 25:44—46, a passage
that seems to condone slavery. The
fliers said Scripture shouldn‘t be
used "to justify institutionalized
prejudice and other social evils."
Students are questioning whether
Scripture should be a part of the de—

—

and

llglOl‘l.
"(They‘re) asking the question,
‘Do we need to understand the so—
cial and cultural context of this com—
mand before we determine its
contemporary relevance?" he said.
On Dec. 5, the Hope chapter of
the campus Christian organization
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
devoted its meeting to discussion of
homosexuality and the church. The
group‘s members believe homo—
sexuality is a sin, but they must love
the sinners.
InterVarsity staff worker Joel
Perry told the students he is a ho—
mosexual who has chosen to avoid
sin by remaining celibate.
"Homosexuality is sinful, but to
keep pointing fingers doesn‘t help.
It doesn‘t bring people to Jesus,"
Perry said. "If you can‘t say God
loves Gays, then you can‘t say God
loves sinners. And if you can‘t say
that God loves sinners, you can‘t say
God loves you."
Public relations director Tom
Renner said the college "does not
recognize or support any group that
advocates a homosexual lifestyle."
He said members of the Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union

had not spoken with the administra—
tion about their position.
Homosexuality has been debated
at Hope before. But some observers
say it‘s different this time because
several members of the Gay, Les—
bian and bisexual student group have
identified themselves. And support—
ers and detractors have also been
more public.
"There are individuals who are
willing to be identified, and that has
changed the quality and nature ofthe
discussion," said Jane Dickie, a
Hope professor of psychology and
women‘s studies.
"I think it‘s really valuable for the
Hope community to hear the discus—
sion, and realize that we‘re talking
about human beings," she said.
Members of the group say they
welcome honest dialogue.
"People need to come together
and discuss how they feel, and not
put up fliers without signing their
names," said Charlene Graznak, a
freshman who is part of the Gay,
Lesbian and bisexual group.
"The game is not over, and the
discussion is not over,"said Clayton
Gibson, a junior who also is a group
member.

Church Membership
Requires AIDS Test
By Wayne Woolley
church and state, Giddings‘ congre—
Associated
Press Writer gation
in North Philadelphia does
not fall under federal and state laws
PHILADELP
HIA(AP)—T
hree
barring discrimination against
large
placards
are
posted
on
a
tiny
people with the disease.
churchsaysin arundown neighborhood. But Kevin Vaughan, executive
One
"All areone,Welcome,"
butonlya mission
director of the Philadelphia Com—
second,
smaller
adds
that
Human Relations, be—
those who have tested negative for lieves theon church
could be held
theBishop
AIDS virus
arewelcome.
accountable if it could be proved that
Nathan
Giddings,pofZion,
leader AIDS
Giddings excluded anyone with
ofthe38—mem
berOldShi
or HIV, which by law is con—
said
that
people
with
AIDS
aren‘t
sidered a disability. Vaughan said his
welcome"they‘in his congregation be— group sent a letter to Giddings after
cause
suffer
from a meeither
plague." delphia
reading about the church in Phila—
Homosexuals
aren‘twelco
Daily News.
"because
they
have
abandoned
the
Giddings, 34, said he hasn‘t yet
— wayAdvocates
ofthe Lord."
turned away anyone with the dis—
fighting AIDS ease,
and believes his church,
founded
dlscrimination said theyre troubled by
the policy and are looking into pos—
sible remedies.
"They are causing a lot of harm
with their signs," said Nan Feyler,
executive director of the Philadel—
phia—based AIDS Law Project of
Pennsylvania. "To have that kind of
sentiment that‘s vilifying to people

especially in that nelghborhood it
runs against the message we‘re try—
ing to send."
However, Feyler said that be—
cause of the separation between

by his father, can still pro—
vide salvation for people with AIDS.
He said he would be happy to meet
with such people outside the church
and pray for them.
AIDS activist Tyrone Smith said
the church‘s policy besmirches other
Philadelphia churches that help
AIDS patients.
_
"They are putting a lot of false
information out there," Smith said.
"And victimizing a part ofthe popu—
lation under the guise of a religious
experience."
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Information + Counseling » Referral
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Community
Center
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Playwrights‘
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presents

Tiger Lady,

Ends,

and

Eulogy,

Cut...
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winners of the

new playwrites festival
Jan 6 — Jan 29th at Germantown
— 6043
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January

CHRISTMAS DAY

+ Buffet, Club 501/505, —
3pm
» Buffet, Pipeline, 4pm
+ BWMT Condom Nights,
Call452—8854

* Gay Alternative Hour
FM 89.9, 6pm
* Gay Lifestyles

A...

27

+ Southern Country

Playhouse

My Name

is

Still Alice
a musical revue by Joan Micklin and Julianne Boyd
Jan 12 — Feb 12

Call 726—4656 for Box Office
tromer oom
CECE »

Community

26
* HTCC Sun.School,
10am, Services, 11am
& 7pm
*+ Sunshine Lounge
Breakfast — 8am, Lunch
= 12 noon, Dinner—
7pm

The Circuit £
presen
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Performing Arts Center, Call 541
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Calendar

* Bible Study, Holy

Dance Lessons,

Trinity Community

WKRB, Spm

Church, 7pm

Discussion Group,
MGLCC, 7pm

* GRACE Mtg., Call
John, 725—52937
* Riot Girris Mtg.,
Meristem, 7:15pm
* Cotton Pickin‘

* BWMT Condom

Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,

Nights, Call452—8854

NEW

29

28

7:30pm

® "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW, ©
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* MGLCC Movie

1528 Madison

2

3 1
EVE
* MGLCC will be
closed

(901) 278—9321

YEAR‘S

Night, 8pm
« Bowling League
* Southern Country

Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, Spm

f
NEW YEAR‘S 1

Eve
f
* Holy Trinity
t
Community Church
Sunday School.
10am, Services,
11am, & 7pm
* MGLCC open, 1—
Spm

(4

oe
Meeting;
* Gay.
VE—HOur— +B—GALA,UofM,.......|..—AA
University Center,
F
MGLCC, 6pm
FM 89.9, 6pm
7pm
* Bible Study, Holy
+ Friends For Life
* Monthly NOW Mtg.,
Trinity Community
Dinner, St. John‘s
Methodist, 6:30pm
* Gay Lifestyles
Discussion Group,
MGLCC, 7pm

L

DEADLINE
ror
1 §
FEB ‘95 TIN _ _
MARTIN LUTHER
KING, JR.‘S
BIRTHDAY
* HTCC, Sunday
School, 10am,
Services, 11am, &
7pm
* MGLCC open, 1—4pm
+ Memphis Pride Fund—
raising Brunch,
HTCC, 12 Noon

Church,7pm'
® Meristem Inventory
SaleThruJan.8

* SpuﬂFlern Country

Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8pm

£

* HTCC Sunday
School, 10am,
Services, 11am &
7pm
*+ MGLCC open, 1—
4pm
* BWMT Wine &
Cheese Party,
Call452—8854

CoffeeCelIar,7pm
* Lambda Men‘s
Chorus, MGLCC,
7:30pm

9
* Gay Alternative Hour
FM 89.9, 6pm
* Gay Lifestyles
Discussion Group,
MGLCC, 7pm

1
+ B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7pm
+ Lambda Men‘s
Chorus, MGLCC,
7:30pm
+ Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8pm

MARTIN LUTHER
KING, JR.‘S
16
1
BIRTHDAY
* Integrity Eucharist &
OBSERVED
Healing Svc., 6pm,
* Gay Alternative Hour
Dinner/Mtg., 6:45pm
FM 89.9, 6pm
Calvary Episcopal
+ Friends For Life
+ B—GALA, U of M,
Dinner, St. John‘s
University Center,
Methodist, 6:30pm
7pm
* Gay Lifestyles
+ Lambda Men‘s Chorus,
Discussion Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
MGLCC, 7pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons, —

1 1
* AA Meeting, Open,
MGLCC, 6pm
* Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7pm

18
* AA Meeting, Open,
MGLCC, 6pm
+ Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7pm

WKRB, 8pm

m /
ROE
V WADE 2 2
ANNIVERSARY
* Holy Trinity
Community Church
Sunday School,
10am, Services,
11am, & 7pm
*+ MGLCC open, 1—
4pm
+ BWMT Potluck,
Call452—8854

;
25

* Gay Alternative Hour
FM 89.9, 6pm
* Gay Lifestyles
Discussion Group,
MGLCC, 7pm

* Integrity Board Mtg.,
6:30pm
* B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7pm
» Lambda Men‘s
Chorus, MGLCC,
7:30pm
* Southern Country
_.
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8pm

Open
MGLCC.6pm
+ Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church,7pm

Meeting‘ *"Fifty—one
Sporisored by NOW,
Liturgy, Call John,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
725—5237
MGLCC Board
* Cotton Pickin‘
Meeting, 6:30pm
Squares, Prescott
* MGLCC Movie
Mem. Bapt. Church,
Night, Spm
7:30pm
* Bowling League
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, Spm

* GRACE Meeting
Call John, 725—5237
+ Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30pm

® "Fifty—One Percent,"
|_ Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* MGLCC Movie
Night, 7pm
* Bowling League
* Southern Country
Hoe Down, 501/505
Club, Spm

19
® "Fifty—One Percent,"
* GRACE Mtg., Call
Sponsored by NOW,
John, 725—5237
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
|. * MGLCC Movie Night,
Squares, Prescott
7pm
Mem. Bapt. Church,
+ Bowling League
7:30pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons, 501/
505 Club, Spm
+ BWMT CR, Call452—
8854
* Las Vegas Night,
HTCC, 7pm

26
* GRACE Mtg., Call
John, 725—5237
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30pm

FEBRUARY‘95
mag.
TJN DUE OUT 2 7
ERA SUMMIT,
WASHINGTON, DC
® "Fifty—One Percent,"
SponsoredbyNOW,
yp
* MGLCC
Movie
Night,t 7pm
* Bowling League
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, Spm

* Memphis Pride
Meeting, 10am
* MGLCC Matinee,
2pm
* Tsarus "Resolution
Solution" open Club
Night, Pipeline,
10pm
* HIV Tea Dance,
Pipeline, Spm

14
* MGLCC Matinee,
2pm
« ‘Bisexual Group,
MGLCC, 4pm

227 Monroe

(@01) 528—8344

Open
Thursday — Sunday
Shows
Beer Bust

21
* MGLCC Matinee,
2pm
* Pot Luck, MGLCC,
7pm (Switchboard
Volunteers being
honored)
FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES

s
ERA
SUMMIT,

321 BELLEVUE
s

f

28
WASHINGTON, DC
* MGLCC Matinee,
2pm
* Transgender
Alliance, MGLCC,
6pm change, 7pm
meets

P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389
(901) 278—AIDs
Information,
Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
A public service of the Triangle Journal News
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bby, this isn‘t working."
"B»,
said Paul Brady. "There have to be
some changes. I can‘t take this much
longer." It was mid—morning on a
Saturday, just after Christmas, and
he and his lover were sitting at the
table in their condominium having
coffee. Paul was eating a doughnut.
Bobby sat silently in a melancholy
stupor staring out the window.
"You can‘t just give up, Bobby.
You sit here, never going out, doing
nothing but watching inane game
shows all day. You‘ve quit jogging
and doing your exercises and you
won‘t answer the telephone. What‘s
more we haven‘t had sex for a month
now, and I don‘t mind telling you I
miss it. Oh, how I miss it."
He reached for another dough—
nut, then changed his mind and put
it back. "I know it was hard on you
losing your high school coaching
job, because my ex—wife told the
school board you were Gay. Shelia‘s
a bitch and she did it to get back at
me. But, we‘re not the first couple,
Gay or straight who has had prob—
lems in their first year. Look at Gor—
don and David. Gordon was married,
an officer in the Army when he met
David, an enlisted man. David lost
his leg in the war, but they endured
and have been together for 25 years.
Then, there‘s Claudia and Michelle,
who lived in San Francisco but came
back when Claudia‘s father died and
her mother took ill.
"You have put out some effort. I
can‘t do this alone." Paul reached for
another doughnut from the plate and
scarfed it down with a "what the
hell" attitude. "I think it was a mis—
take not going to court over your
position. We Gays have no job pro—
tection, but you were an excellent
coach and the school board had noth—
ing other than that wild story Shelia
and her nephew concocted up. Frank
wanted to go take the case. He may
be a drag queen but he‘s a good at—
torney and he‘d haveworn a business
suit into court. He even said he‘d cut
his hair and do you realize what it
took on his part to offer to do that?."
Paul took the plate of the dough—
nuts from the table and sat them on
the counter out of reach. "You said
if you had won you didn‘t think you
would ever have the students respect
again. I respect your decision, but
you have to move on now."
Paul started to pour more coffee,
but Bobby shook his head and
avoided looking at him. "Bobby, I
wish you would consider my offer
of coming to work at my insurance
agency." I know it‘s not coaching,
but you‘d be good in sales." Bobby
continued staring out the window.
He wore old jogging pants and a
faded football jersey and had not
shaved for days.
Finally, Paul rose and stood be—
hind his chair. "All right. I don‘t
know what else to do." He carried
the coffee cups to the sink. "I want
to have a New Year‘s party. We‘ve
never entertained and I want to have
it New Year‘s Day so Helen from

New

Years

Ficdion by Jim Noron
the bar can come. I‘m inviting Gor—
don and David, Claudia and
Michelle, and Frank. If you don‘t
want to come, that‘s fine, but I‘ll tell
you one thing, I‘m having this party
and if you don‘t snap out of this
mood, I‘m packing my things and
moving in with Frank for a while. I
love you, Bobby, but something has
to change. I‘m going to the bar now
to talk with Helen. She may be
straight but she‘s a good listener. If
we‘re going to work as a couple you
have to put some effort out. If you‘re
not willing to do that, I‘m leaving."
Paul walked to the door, paused
and looked over his shoulder. Bobby
had not moved, but Paul detected a
tear winding its‘ way down his cheek
as he sat looking out into the court—
yard below.
***

"H.re, Claudia. Try some of
this Jezebel Sauce on the ham." said
Frank, resplendent in a long pink
hostess skirt encrusted with rhine—
stones, his long blonde hair piled
high on his head. "It‘s an old South—
ern recipe I got from my grand—
mother in Tupelo, Mississippi. She
always told me the way to a man‘s
heart was through his stomach. I‘m
a hell of a cook, but I‘m still looking
for that man."
"Oh, it‘s delicious." said
Claudia," but I‘m completely
stuffed. Then, she leaned closer to
Frank and whispered. "How‘s
Bobby doing?"
"Better. He‘s trying. When Paul
threatened to leave I think it scared
him. He told me he‘s going to work
for Paul."
"I‘m glad." said Claudia.
"Have you asked Paul yet?" said
Frank, looking around to make sure
no one could hear them.
"No. Not yet. Maybe later to—
night. I‘m scared to ask. Paul can be
so old fashioned at times."
"Well, if he won‘t do it, I‘m will—
ing." said Frank smiling, but serious.
"Thank you Frank. I‘ll remem—
ber that." said Claudia laughing.
During coffee and dessert Frank
brought out records and did a num—
ber by Barbra and one by Bette, and
ended with a rendition of I Enjoy
Being a Girl. Everyone applauded.
Helen popped a bottle of cham—
pagne. "Drink up everybody. Happy
New Year."
Paul stood and held up his glass.
"A toast everyone. Here‘s to the
newest addition to my sales staff."
He took Bobby‘s hand and held it
aloft.
Bobby neatly dressed in slacks
and a sweater was trying his best to
enter into the party mood. "Yes, I‘m
going to be the best damn insurance
salesman anyone‘s seen. So, all of

you get your checkbooks. You‘ll be
buying more coverage and I‘m go—
ing to win all kinds of sales awards.
After all I‘m sleeping with the boss."
He put his arm around Paul and
kissed him. The group laughed and
held their glasses aloft.
"Hell," Helen said as she went
around filling up glasses. "I just can‘t
seem to get away from pouring
booze, even on my off days."
Claudia came to Paul‘s side, took
his hand and led him out through
sliding glass doors to a small
wrought iron balcony overlooking
the pool. "I need to talk." she said.
"Sure. What‘s on your mind."
‘They had known each other all
their lives, ever since they were both
in Mrs Copenhagen‘s first grade
class. In high school they had dated
and were considered the golden
couple, the prettiest girl in the class
and the football captain. People as—
sumed they would marry when they
graduated, but Claudia had gone to
San Francisco to visit her old high
school soccer coach, Miss Fleming
and had met Michelle, whom every—
one called Mike, and had broken off
with Paul. Paul himself fought his
emotions for men, marrying three
times before going to Helen‘s bar,
his first time in a Gay establishment
and there he had run into Bobby, his
former college roommate and foot—
ball team member. They had been a
couple since that night and things
were going well until Bobby had lost
his job.
"Wind‘s nippy isn‘t it?" Paul
said shivering and pulling up his coat
collar.
"Yes. Sort of reminds me of the
weather in San Francisco." said
Claudia standing close. She was at
least a full foot shorter than he, and
he reached over and put his arm
around her shoulder."
"What‘s on yo: r mind? I can al—
ways tell when you want to ask me
something. Ifwe had gotten married,
then found out we were both Gay,
we no doubt would have ended up
hating each other. Maybe not even
speaking." He gave her a hug. "I‘m
glad that didn‘t happened."
"Me, too," Claudia said. She
stood looking out over the courtyard.
"Paul, you know Mike and I have
been together for five years now. The
fishing lodge is doing well and
we‘ve both gotten our real estate li—
censes. Everything is booming at the
lake and—"
"Go on."
"Well, Mike and I well—we
want—we want to have a baby."
Paul gave her an incredulous
look. "That‘s pretty heavy. Two
women raising a child by them—
selves? Are you sure you want to do
this?"
"Sure, why not? We have friends
Stacy and Lynne who just had a baby

and it‘s working for them. Mike and
I both want a child. Mike‘s great with
4
kids."
"Do you think the agencies will
let two women adopt?"
"We don‘t want to adopt. I want
to have the child."
"Oh, I don‘t know Claudia." He
was silent for a moment questions
racing through his mind. Finally he

The

spoke. "If I remember correctly from
my biology class you two are going
to have to have some help on this.
Where are you going to get the
sperm? Has Wal—Mart put in a new
department that I‘m not aware of?"
"No. Mike and I would like you
to be the donor. Would you do that
for us?"
To be continued
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Elders Not Alone

Activists Pass Out AIDS

Health Official Advocates Teaching

Leaflets In Be jing

Masturbation to Prevent AIDS
By Nelson Del Castillo
Associated Press Writer
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) —
The top public health official of this
U.S. commonwealth on Dec. 14 ad—
vocated teaching youths about mas—
turbation as one way of preventing

AIDS.
The comments by Health Secre—
tary Carmen Feliciano de Melecio
came five days after President
Clinton fired Surgeon General
Joycelyn Elders for saving that mas—
turbation was a part of human sexu—
ality and school children should be
taught about it. Elders‘ comments
were made at a World AIDS Day
conference in New York Dec. 1.
White House chief of staff Leon
Panetta said about Elders‘ remarks,
"The president feels that‘s wrong.
That‘s not what schools are for and
it‘s not what the surgeon general

should say."
the workshops to the universities and
Feliciano de Melecio was asked to youths of 10 to 21 in the commu—
by a reporter at the government nities. The department also plans to
headquarters if she favored educa— teach the public through radio spots
tion about masturbation as a means and posters.
of preventing AIDS.
When a reporter asked the secre—
The official responded that her tary if she feared being fired like
department advocated a three— Elders, she responded, "This could be
pronged approach to fighting the an act ofdaring orcourage on my part,
deadly disease: abstention from sex, but it is necessary totalk about facts."
monogamy and prevention by the
Forty—five percent of 14—year—
use of condoms.
olds in Puerto Rico are sexually ac—
"We have gone to the schools and tive, Feliciano de Melecio said.
we have talked about sexual im—
"The sexual impulse of youths is
pulses, we have talked about mas— there and it‘s necessary to orient
turbation, the use of condoms and them," she said.
abstinence," Feliciano de Melecio
Her comments came after a meet—
responded.
ing with Gov. Pedro Rossello and
The Puerto Rican health depart— other commonwealth officials about
ment launched a series ofworkshops social programs.
about AIDS prevention in high
Rossello was in meetings all day
schools last year.
and didn‘t talk with reporters. An
Feliciano de Melecio said her attempt to reach his spokesman that
department is scheduled to expand. evening was unsuccessful.

By Renee Schoof
Associated Press Writer

parts of the city gave basic informa—
tion about AIDS.
Until recently, Chinese officials
BEIJING (AP) — A dozen ac— characterized AIDS as a disease that
tivists distributed pamphlets about strikes only foreigners or fringe groups
AIDS prevention in the only World such as drug users. But this fall, an of—
AIDS Day activity not organized by — ficial report noted an alarming lack of
the government.
knowledge about AIDS and called for
The leafleting was sponsored by strengthening anti—AIDS programs.
the AIDS Action Project, a group
The China Daily said experts at an
with no government ties and no international AIDS symposium in
money, said one member, who asked Beijing concluded that AIDS could
that his name not be used. The group spread rapidly in China in the next de—
wants to encourage Gay and bisexual cade if preventive measures are not
men to serve as peer educators.
taken immediately.
It‘s rare for a unsanctioned group
Government statistics show 1,453
to be allowed to organize high—profile people have tested positive for HIV
activities such as passing out leaflets, since 1985 in China, the China Daily
but the government‘s tolerance reported Dec. 1.
matched recent calls for more efforts
They also called for government
to teach people how to avoid AIDS.
funding for blood testing. China‘s
The leaflet the volunteers distrib— blood supply now is checked for HIV
uted on Wangfujing Street, one of the only in Beijing, Shanghai, Canton and
city‘s main shoppingareas, and in other Yunnan province, it said.
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AIDS—Related
By Kevin Goldman
The Wall Street Journal

Product Enters Mass Medi
a

a second phase of the campaign with
two other male models who are also
HIV positive, according to Keith
Lewis, Morgan‘s president.
Critics say that although the prod—

The models are open about their
condition, says Mr. Lewis. The
Advera campaign is the first to use

taking the unusual step of advertis—
ing the product through mass media

uct may benefit some people, it isn‘t
for everyone who has AIDS or is
HIV positive. "I find the thrust of

and is attracting criticism for mak—
ing such an aggressive pitch.

that fact in ads. "It is important to
Ross Products for that honesty," he
says. "Listen, when we supply mod—

the ads disgusting and inappropri—
ate," says Dr. John Stansell, medi—

The print and radio campaign is
for Advera, a high—protein, high—
calorie liquid promoted as effective

els for hemorrhoid ads, the company
doesn‘t insist they actually have that

cal director of San Francisco General
Hospital‘s AIDS program. "The
implication in the ads is that Advera,

condition. But Advera, because of
its sensitive nature, requires such

against progressive weight loss, de—
veloped by the Ross Products Divi—

which is a very good product, will
help every patient with AIDS or who

sion of Abbott Laboratories.
The ads, created by Interpublic

is HIV positive.

The marketer of a nutritional
supplement targeted to people who
have AIDS or are HIV—positive is

Group‘s LCF&L agency in New
York, are believed to be the first
AIDS
product marketed in
mass media rather than being placed

"This is a good product for those
who need it," Dr. Stansell continues,
"meaning those who are in the ad—
vanced stage where they can‘t main—

only in Gay and Lesbian publica—
tions, such as Out and TheAdvocate.

tain their weight."
— The text of the print ad reads in
part, "Advera provides increased

Radio stations, such as New York‘s
all—news WINS—AM, and WXRK—

levels of key vitamins and minerals
often deficient in people with HIV

FM, a classic—rock station, broadcast
commercials for Advera. Issues of
Time, Newsweek and People run the
ads in select markets, such as New
York and San Francisco.

or AIDS."

The print ad shows a robust look—
ing, handsome young man in T—shirt
and gym shorts sitting on his living—
room floor. "I never worried too
much about nutrition," the ad says.
"Then, my doctor told me I was HIV
positive. Now, I do everything I can
do to maintain my energy, strength
and quality of life."
The model, Christopher Crays of
Costa Mesa, Calif., is HIV positive.
And the Morgan Agency, a talent
firm in Costa Mesa, photographed

A spokeswoman for Ross Prod—
ucts says, "It is our corporate deci—
sion not to be interviewed," and
declines further comment.
;
Nor did executives at LCF&L
return several telephone calls seek—
ing comment.
Mr. Lewis says the accusations
that the ads are exploitative are "un—
fair. Ross Products was insistent that

Elizabeth Glaser

female models with AIDS or who
have tested HIV—positive.

honesty."
There are plans to include female
models who are HIV—positive in fu—
ture print ads.
Some marketing experts also de—

Buried Outside Boston
SHARON, Mass. (AP) — Elizabeth Glaser, whose fight to help
children with AIDS ended with her own death from the disease , was
buried Dec. 6 after a private funeral service.
Glaser, 47, the wife of Paul Michael Glaser, the former star of the
TV show Starsky and Hutch, died of complications from AIDS Dec. 3
at her home in Santa Monica, Calif.
She was buried in Sharon Memorial Park. Police and private secu—
rity guards kept spectators away.
"It was a very beautiful and moving service," said Glaser‘s sister—
in—law, Constance Cantar. "Our Elizabeth was an extraordinary woman
and I don‘t know what else to say. There are no more words."
Glaser contracted the HIV virus in 1981 while receiving .a blood

transfusion during the birth of her first child, Ariel.
Ariel and a second child, Jake, contracted the HIV virus through
breast—feeding. Ariel died in 1988. Jake has shown no symptoms of
AIDS.

fended the campaign strategy, say—
ing it is a positive step that such
advertising is no longer being rel—
egated to the back of magazines for.
homosexuals. "This way the mes—

She founded the Pediatric AIDS Foundation and delivered a scath—
ing speech at the 1992 Democratic Convention criticizing the govern—
ment for failing to do enough to promote AIDS research.
j

sage could reach people who sup—
port people with AIDS or who are
HIV—positive, like parents and

Paul Glaser grew up in Brookline and Newton, Mass., and retains
strong ties to the area. The Glasers met while students at Boston Uni—
versity.

friends," says Jeff Vitale, president
of Overlooked Opinions, a Chicago
market—research firm that specializes
in the Gay community.
One item about Advera not in—
cluded in the radio or print ads is its
steep price: about $3 a can. If a per—
son drinks the recommended
amounts, it could cost the user up—
ward of $3,650 annually.

the individuals in the ads use the
product and, therefore, are HIV posi—

Mr. Lewis says he expected the
campaign to be controversial. "Con—
troversy raises discussion," he says,

tive." The voiceover announcer in
the radio spots, he says, is also HIV

"and discussion raises education.
And we need a lot of education in

positive. That benefits the Morgan
Agency, which has a division, Proof
Positive, consisting of 35 male and

the field of HIV—positive and AIDS."

First Human Test of Oral
AIDS Vaccine
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —Re—
searchers at San Francisco General
Hospital have enrolled patients for
the first human test of an oral AIDS

duce infection—fighting antibodies in
sperm, vaginal fluid and saliva.
The vaccine stimulates an im—
mune response by mimicking part

vaccine.

of the envelope protein of the HIV
virus. An oral version was difficult

An oral vaccine is easier to ad—
minister than injected vaccines and
stimulates the body to fight the in—
fection at its first line of defense, the
fluids of the membranes that line the
digestive and respiratory systems,
Dr. James Kahn said.
:
In November, Kahn reported that

Study Suggests
Cause

New Her pes Virus May

Kaposi‘s Sarcoma

—By Paul Recer

jected version to be safe, In most of
the patients, it triggered the immune

tibodies in the blood and mucous.
"I‘m hopeful and skeptical,"

system to fight the virus.

Kahn said. "I hope we find some—
thing important but I don‘t want the
hope to interfere with my objectiv—

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ge—
netic evidence of a new herpes vi—
rus found in tumors of Kaposi‘s
sarcoma suggests the deadly cancer

cer, said Chang. But she emphasized
this is speculation not yet proven.

Moore said the classic KS is a
slowly developing disease of the
skin, but that in AIDS patients the

that strikes more than a fourth of all
Gay men with AIDS may be caused
by a virus.

If researchers can prove that a
virus causes KS, it may be possible
one day to develop a diagnostic test

cancer can spread throughout the
body and is "very serious and very
aggressive."

cine is the oral version of an injected
drug made by United Biomedical

A research group led by a team
at Columbia University reports that
unique DNA sequences, or frag—

to identify people most susceptible
to the disease and perhaps find a drug

Laboratories all over the world
have been trying to determine if KS

Kahn plans to evaluate the safety
of the oral vaccine and measure

that would kill the virus and, thus,
prevent the cancer.

is caused by some infectious agent.
Other viruses or bacteria have been
suggested in the past, but were never

whether it can cause the body to pro—

taken from AIDS patients and that
the gene material may be from a pre—

Chang and her husband, Dr.
Patrick Moore of the Columbia Uni—

viously unknown human herpes vi—
rus.

versity School of Public Health, lead
a team of researchers whose findings
were published Dec. 16 in Science,

"The DNA sequences we found
contain portions of at least three dif—

the journal of the American Asso—
ciation for the Advancement of Sci—

ferent genes that are unique to herpes

ence.

virus," Dr. Yuan Chang of the Co—
lumbia University College of Phy—

Kaposi‘s sarcoma, or KS, was a
rare cancer, usually seen only in eld—

sicians and Surgeons said Dec. 15.
"The evidence strongly suggests that

erly men of eastern Mediterranean

these DNA sequences be‘ong to a
new herpes sequence, but additional
tests are needed to confirm it."

lowed by a booster shot, and also to
the injected vaccine followed by an
oral booster. Kahn hopes the com—
bination approach will stimulate an—

Finding the viral gene sequences
in nearly all of the Kaposi‘s lesions
tested raises the intriguing possibil—
ity that the same virus is the cause,
or at least a contributor, to the can—

. ments of genes, were isolated from
tissues of Kaposi‘s sarcoma lesions

to make because it had to survive the
digestive system, Kahn said.
The new study will compare the
oral vaccine to the oral vaccine fol—

his study of 24 people found the in—

Antibodies from about 80 percent
AP Science Writer

Begins

ancestry, until the AIDS epidemic.

of the patients successfully fought

Since then, KS is found in 25 per—
cent to 50 percent of all Gay men
infected with HIV.

off the virus in test—tube studies,
Kahnsaid.
It was unclear how many patients
would enroll in the new study at the
hospital, run by the University of
California at San Francisco. The vac—

Inc. in New York.

f

ity."
Some scientists have become dis—
couraged with vaccines because
studies haven‘t shown them to be
very effective. Earlier this year, the
government called off a late—stage
clinical trial of two HIV vaccines and
researchers predicted that it would
take as many as three years before a
vaccine was ready for large—scale
testing.

confirmed.
Though AIDS—related KS is
found most often in Gay men, Moore
said that women with AIDS have
also developed the disease.
There are seven human herpes
virus, and all are troublesome. Some
are sexually spread and can cause
painful genital lesions. Others cause
cold sores in the mouth.
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Out to Eat with
This Thanksgiving we decided to
stay in town and hit all of the com—
munity—sponsored dinners that we
could possibly attend. We are incred—
ibly glad that we did. After all, we
went to the family farm for the holi—
days last year, and we did not wish
to repeat that scenario ever again!
My grandmother asked if I were
married yet at least 10 times, an over—
weight uncle dripping with Vitalis
sat and glared at us across the table
for the entire meal while he literally

Mule

stabbed at his turkey (I guess he
couldn‘t wait to get out of there and
put on his white hood and sheet), and
we got an $80 speeding ticket!
This year we actually feasted and
fellowshipped ourselves all the way
to Weight Watchers!
We began at Nikita‘s, where we
didn‘t know anyone, but the food
was excellent and the political con—
versation quite interesting.
From there we journeyed the
short distance to MGLCC. The

Hi! I just wanted to say hello. Please keep

the daylights out of what appeared
to be his grandchildren!
Next we attacked the huge buf—
fet at Club 501. Lorretta outdid even
his culinary reputation! The ham,
giblet gravy and green bean casse—
role there were fabulous! The vast —
array of desserts served resembled a
layout straight from Southern Liv—
ing. The chocolate cheesecake by
Tim Rouch was one of the best
things we have ever tasted, along
with Tim, of course! The coconut
cake was mouth—watering and
loaded with a perfect icing.
Dennis at the Pipeline proved to
the world that he can do turkey just
as well as he does chicken! The
dressing was scrumptious with a

sweet potato casserole was superb
and practically melted in one‘s
mouth! An English pea casserole by
Steve Solomon was too delicious to
describe, while an orange parfait
dessert really stole the show. The
company was pleasant, sane and so—
ber, and yes... there were even chil—
dren present, which added a nice
holiday touch to the meal.
The Sunshine Lounge featured
such a vast array of food that we only
got to taste half of everything! The
white beans and ham and the rum
cake could easily have taken the blue
ribbon at any county fair! Fancy
Goodman, always the perfect (if
never sober) holiday hostess, was
once again in rare form and spoiling

crusty bottom and a hot spicy top.
Widow McCain‘s deviled egg tray
was absolutely to die for and as
stuffed as we were by that time we
still ate six of them; they were so
good.
It must be said that every single
dinner we attended was pleasant,
crowded, festive and reeked ofcom—
munity involvement. The bar own—
ers even let us take plates home for
sick friends who could not otherwise
attend.
Next year, we intend to fast for
two days before Thanksgiving!
Look for Mule‘s upcoming res—
taurant reviews in future issues of
TJN. It‘s OK to be out to eat.
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Woman With HIV: ‘God Has a Purpose‘

cently died of an AIDS—related ill—
ness.
s
White said she now feels obli—
gated to tell her story.
"I feel God has a purpose for
everything," White said. "People
understand AIDS when real people
like me go and tell them about it."
The Department of Health has
recorded 108 cases of AIDS diag—
nosed in people living in the state,
and 51 with HIV. State health of—
ficials said that if people diagnosed
outside the state but living in Wyo— .
ming are counted, the number goes
up to 129 with AIDS and 61 with
HIV. —
White repeatedly said she was
glad she had been tested.
;
"A lot of people don‘t even
know they have it, so they spread
it," she said. "I could have killed
other people."
White was joined at the forum
by her 12—year—old daughter
Ashley Daly, 8—year—old son Acea
Daly and husband Steven Milks.
White said her family life re—

RIVERTON, Wyo. (AP) —
Mari White of Laramie doesn‘t try
to conceal that she is HIV posi—
tive.
s
She said her worry is that she
talks too much as she describes
how she acquired the AIDS virus
and how she deals with it.
White told her story during a
forum in Riverton on World AIDS
Day.
She said she found out she had
the virus two years ago.
"Most people spend the two
weeks between the time they get
tested and the results get back (to
them) nervous and scared. Not
me. I knew I wasn‘t going to test
positive. I told everyone I had
gone in for a test. Everybody
knew. Then I found out I was HIV
positive."
It was too late not to tell the
truth, she said.
White said she contracted hu—
man immunodeficiency virus
from her ex—husband, who later
lived with a boyfriend who re—
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mains much the same since the di—
agnosis.
"We still hug and touch and
kiss and drink out of the same glass
and eat off the same ice cream
cone. But, I‘ve told my children if
I get cut and am bleeding, they are
supposed to call 911, tell the dis—
patcher their mother is HIV posi—
tive and stay away. I don‘t want
them getting in my blood.
"We‘re very safe all the time. I
‘take gloves when we go fishing be—
cause a hook might cut my hand,"
White said.
Her husband is tested every six
months, and has tested negative
every time. The two met in March
1993, and White said she told of
her HIV status right away.
While her husband was accept—
ing, her family and some others
have not been, she said. White en—
couraged others to have compas—
sion.
.
"We need to have an open heart
and open mind," she said.
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377—7701
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General Services
Standard Relaxing Massage
Customized Gift Certificates
Outcalls to Area Homes and Hotels
Some Discounts Available

Olympic/Sports Massage
Neck & Low Back Pain
Corporate/On—Site Massage
Holistic Counseling

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street

A Leading Provider of Thereapeutic Massage Since 1987
Charter Member of IMA

Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809
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Memphis Lambda Center—Just Being There
peoplewhouseLambdasometimes portant
toeach individual in hisor
growoutofLambdabeingtheonly
herprocessofrecovery,thesupport
comfortablesocializingplace.
materializes.
f
Now,newissuesofsecurityand
Somemembersfeel
thattheau—
handicapconsidering
access haverelocation.
the LambdaAs beingabletousecommunityspaces
tonomyis critical whileothersfeel
board
witheverylocation—orientedorgani— formeetingsoreventogotomeet—
zation,theexpensescontinuetorise
ings outside ofis theprogress
Gay/Lesbian
andsupportimusts alwaysbeingsoughtand
be met. Therefore, new community
in thean
individual‘s
recovery.
Both
any support lost is missed, bothfi— groups
meeting
there andto growthe
nancialandvolunteer.Onemember
Lambda
Center
continue
describes"Thebottomlinei
his commitments thatthe
in this ofthosewhousethem.Butthepri—
anddevelopaccordingtotheneeds
fashion:
group helps me stay sober.Imight
Ifthe _ orityremainsthesame.Theyshare
groupwasn‘tthereforme,
this samewhichprioritymeets—to
with everystay AAso—
have
problems.
Lambdai
s
similar,
meeting
it is a there."
safe homeThe foronlypeople
whofor achievesobriety.
ber and help other alcoholics to
come
return
membersithes thesatisfactionofsup—
Alistingofmeetingsandcontact
porting
space.
Each
year,
as
numbersi
s alwayspublishedinthe
maintainingthespacebecomesim— Resourcessection.
by Vincent Astor

"Anonymity is the spiritual foun—
dation of all our traditions, ever re—
minding us to place principles before
personalities." This is the "12th Tra—
dition" of Alcoholics Anonymous.
The organization itself is defined as
"a fellowship of men and women
who share their experience, strength
and hope with each other that they
may solve their common problem
and help others to recover from al—
coholism." The traditions of ano—
nymity and self—support are the two
best reasons why the Memphis
Lambda Center occupies such a
quiet niche in the Memphis Gay/
Lesbian community. However, true
to its mission, it is there.
An Alcoholics Anonymous
meeting is made up of individuals
who come together with one express
purpose: to stop drinking. The ba—
sic guidelines for these meetings are
the 12 Steps and the 12 Traditions
of AA. Meetings can be held in
places accessible to the public or in
private homes. A meeting becomes
a group when it becomes more or—
ganized having officers, a treasury
and representative ties to other AA
groups locally, nationally and inter—
£
nationally.
Around 11 or 12 years ago, a
Gay/Lesbian—targeted AA group
called Phoenix came into being. It
met every day except Thursday and
sometimes twice daily. After a
while, it rented space in the Mid—City
building at Union and Cleveland but

the space proved to be unsuitable.
"We had problems with other ten—
ants who watched us very closely
and tried to accuse us of things we
weren‘t doing," says one Phoenix
member, "Being a Gay group had
something to do with it." The mem—
bership of Phoenix took a sudden
upswing and an autonomous space
became more desirable.
"A new recovering alcoholic
coming in frequently wants to main—
tain anonymity by not being in a
place [such as an open community
center] where there will be people
who are not recovering alcoholics,"
says a Lambda member. The tradi—
tion of anonymity eliminates this
pressure from others, real or per—
ceived, on a person wishing to stay
sober. Gay and Lesbian people are
particularly sensitive and as a
person‘s recovery progresses, this
fear lessens. The tradition of ano—
nymity remains fundamental.
In October of 1988, the current
space at 241 N. Cleveland was
leased and Memphis Lambda Cen—
ter, Inc., was formed. "We wanted
our own space for scheduling pur—
poses and the growing membership
of Phoenix. About a month after
Lambda opened, another AA group,
Into the Light, began meeting."
Membership in AA does notre—
quire dues, in fact to charge dues is
not permitted.The groups do collect
money to pay rent on the meeting
space but the amount is only what
the group can afford. Part of what is
collected can be used to purchase lit—

erature, celebrate birthdays or some
other expense within the group. Each
separate group must be self—support—
ing and not solicit any outside con—
tributions.
f
According to AA tridition, mem—
bers may form a separate, non—profit
corporation to act as landlord for a
location where groups meet and this
organization may have dues paying
members. The reason for this is sepa—
rateness of purpose: the Lambda
Center board and membership deals
with rent, utilities and upkeep with—
out involving the groups meeting
there. The groups meet specifically
to address alcoholism and recovery
and do not address any outside is—
sues.
Rent collected from groups cov—
ers only 50% of Lambda‘s expenses,
the rest being provided by member—
ship dues and fund—raisers. Finan—
cially, Lambda Center has always
maintained a break—even status with
the help of fund—raisers such as Las
Vegas nights and the annual Rac—
coon Queen pageant. The tradition
of self—support had kept fundraising
efforts targeted at only those who use
Lambda Center.
The space was in rough form, to
say the least. Many improvements
have been made in the last six years.
In its history Lambda Center has had
numerous AA, Al—Anon and ACOA
(Adult Children of Alcoholics)
meetings. As the needs change, the
schedule fluctuates and the number
of people meeting also fluctuates.
Due to the nature of its purpose,

Friends Don‘t Let Friends Drive Drunk...
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I, as others, will always
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remember you. Life was a —
blessing to you, and sharing it
with others was so easy for
you.Saying you are missed is
such a small thing. Thanks for

They

teaching me to love!

Invite Them to Spend the Night.

The community has lost a
needed member.

Will Wright
9/13/54 — 12/2/94
Take the Keys, Call a Cab or Offer Your Hospitality.
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New Year
For the next couple ofmonths them, but everybody always
or so, our fans may address us as wants to know how successful a
Mary Sunshine (not to be con— benefit was and the amount had
fusedwith Fancy Goodmanwho eluded us. The fact that it was a
is queen of her own Sunshine superior effort is assumed; after
Lounge) andnotfrom the play of all, they have quite a reputation.
the same name. To find out more This year‘s Celebrated Rac—
details check the theatrical sea— coon Queen ofthe Lambda Cen—
son at Rhodes College (that‘s terisMissChelseaValentine. We
right, thebitchwent there solong should also note here that new
ago it was still Southwestern). links are being formed between
Yes,wewillbe comingoutofre— Lambda and MGLCC. Many
tirementandyes therewillbe, oh community centers across the
maybejust 10 or 12, farewell ap— nation host 12—step meetings. In
pearances before we miss our Memphis, Lambda andMGLCC
whiskers too much.
have parallel purposes. Whereas
Lambda is safe space for recov—
Whoops We Forgot eringpeople, MGLCCalsomain—
Department
tains a smoke, substance and al—
Credit for the photograph of cohol free space for use by our
Romanoffsky and Phillips (Oct. community. Perhaps we can be—
issue) and the fine image of gin to do somejoint events.
MichelleMarieHays (lastmonth)
must belatedly go to Gary Salles Coming Soon Department
ofPhoenixPhotography.Youcan Memphis Pride will hold a
find Gary at501/505 mostweek— fundraising brunch to help kick
ends and he seems to have a col— off a very long Carnival Season
lection of photos both new and onSunday,Jan. 15, atHolyTrin—
old which are very interesting. ity following the 11 a.m. service.
Dabbles‘A World ofPassion Admission of$5 will be charged
benefit raised over $7,000 for forafabulousbuffetandachance
Aloysius Home in November. to mix and mingle after church,
We didn‘t intentionally omit or before happy hour. It just de—
So It‘s a

€ 1686 COLD 8887
A

Lil & T. Tommy‘s —
Western Steak House
and Lounge
1298 Madison « Memphis, TN
(901)—725—9898

Memphis‘ oldest and most unique
steak house, catering to the
FAMOUS and INFAMOUS
for 38 years!
Present this ad to DALLAS or SHIRLEY
and enjoy a complimentary beer or setup
with your dinner. (BYOB)

Reservations recommended
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Casual Dining

floor. Newly remodeled; restau—
rant and gift shop to open soon.
Mixedage crowd, servesbeer and
setups, open 7 days, 24 hours on
Fri., Sat., Sun. _.
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill—Con—
versation, game bar. Mixed
age Gay/Lesbian/
— non—Gay crowd.
Servesbeer and
setups. Open 7
& days. Special
events.
Pipe —
1ine—
Cruise,
d a nce,
game bar.
Small dance
floor, multi—
level patio. Many
special events. Mixed
age crowd, serves beer and set—
ups, open7 days. Home ofTsarus
leather—levi club, very leather
friendly, no dressing in drag al—
lowed. Well—stocked newsstand.
Sunshine Lounge—Conver—
sation, gamebar. Mixed age Gay/
Lesbian/non—Gay crowd tending
toward the mature. Serves beer
and setups. Open 7days. Special
events. Home ofGays OffCleve—
land Street.
WKRB in Memphis—Con—
versation, game, dance, showbar.
Mixed age primarily Lesbian
crowd. Serves beer and setups.
Open 7 days. Dance floor open
Fri., Sat., Sun. Regular shows on
Fridays and most Sundays.
Southern Country dance lessons
on Tuesdays. Special events.
Home of Tennessee Leather
Tribe, leather friendly.
Xscape—Large Black/Gay
owned dance, game, showbar.
Open Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.
Mixed age primarily Black
crowd. Serves beer and setups.
Frequent special events and pag—
eants.
Hidden Treasure—Beale‘s
End—open after hours only,
Gay/Lesbianfriendly, find outthe
rest for yourself.
Final Round
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Did
you
really think we were
United Church ofChrist 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
going to trash some bars and
others? Getreal, Mary.
An Open and Affirmin Congregation. praise
Yes,
we
do show ourface at each
Sunday School 10 AM orship 11 AM and every
one at least once
monthly. Ourownpersonal opin—
ion may be discovered by where
you
see us relaxing. Andthat,
Gay Teens Memphis
gentle readers, couldbejust about
Support Group for Gay Teenagers
anywhere. You know, we have
(Sposnored byParents and Friends of lesbians & Gays)
this deep appreciation for diver—
sity.
First Tuesdays at 7:00 PM
Call 761—1444 for location
Ta, ta.
Lady A.
Ad space donated as a public Service ofthe Triangle Journal News

pends on one‘s viewpoint and
what time one chooses to arise on
any given Sunday.
Holy Trinity itselfwill hold a
LasVegas Night at 7p.m. onFri—
day, Jan. 20tobenefit the church.
SpeakingofSundays, we once
again call to everyone‘s attention
that a Spiritual Resources list (af—
fectionately knownas the Church
Box) is printed in each and every
issue of TIN. News stories con—
tained in this month‘s issue men—
tion certain open and affirming
denominations with congrega—
tions right here in Memphis.
This month‘s HIV Tea Dance
at the Pipeline will be a Teddy
Bear Ball on Saturday, Jan. 7
from 5—7 p.m.
Lady A‘s Bar Guide
Yes, darling, there are alterna—
tives to saloons, but we spend a
lot of ink every month on these.
It‘s time to give a little space to
places that don‘t get much (kinda
like Lady A. herself). _
Amnesia—Memphis‘ largest
Gay—owned dance/showbar.
Three separate rooms: conver—
sation bar, video bar and dance
bar. Backyard pool and beach in
season. Serves liquor, beer and
setups. Open Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
Sun. with weekdays fluctuating.
Usually has male strippers onFri—
days and female impersonators
onSaturdays. Has a reputationfor
a young crowd but not exclu—
sively. Special events, pageants,
guest appearances.
Apartment Club—Black/
Gay owned dance, game,
showbar. Servesbeerand setups.
Irregular hours. Large seating
area, medium sized dance floor,
video lounge. Shows and pag—
eants have been held there for
many years but it is best to call
for schedule. Primarily Black,
mixed age crowd.
Club 501/505—Dance/
— showbarwith newdance floorfor
mostly country dancing, country

music most evenings, shows on
weekends, large patio. Mixed age
crowd, dancing can continue in
one area during shows in another.
Southern Country Memphis has
weeklycountry dance lessons and
monthly hoedowns. Shows,
pageants and spe—
cial events on
weekends.
Serves
beer and
setups.
Open 7
days.
Club
Hide—A—
W ay —
Black/
Gay owned
dance, game,
showbar. Open
Sat., Sun. Mixed age primarily
Black crowd. Serves beer and
setups. Special events and pag—
:
eants.
Construction Site—Conver—
sation, cruise, video, game bar.
Tiny, intimate patio. Serves beer
and setups. Homebar of Wings
Club, leatherfriendly. Mixed age
crowd tending slightly more to—
ward the mature, open 7 days.
Home of the You Ain‘t Right
Club.
Crossroads—Conversation/
cruise bar. Newly remodeled, a
complete transformation from its
former state. Mixed age crowd,
tending slightly more toward the
mature. Intimate patio. Serves
beer and setups, open 7 days.
J—Wag‘s—Memphis‘ oldest
continuously operating Gay bar.
Dance, cruise, game, showbar.
Shows on weekends after mid—
night, special events and guest
performers. Recently renovated.
Small dance floor, two level pa—
tio, mixed age crowd. Servesbeer
and setups, open7 days, 24hours.
Mad Dog Mary‘s Saloon &
Grill—Dance/showbar. Lower
level dedicated to country music.
Upper level large disco dance
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Wisﬂing You
Al Happy $ Gafe klotiAay Geason
Christmas Dinner — 3 p.m.
Sunday, Christmas Day
Beer Bust 7 Days a Week
Happy Hour Every Day

501 New Year‘s Party
2,000 ;e9, 92 0
win
Party Favors _
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{Qﬁ‘Sunrise Breakfast

Open 7 Days 12 Noon — 3 a.m.
111 North Claybrook e (901) 274—8655
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Continued from page 1
and said, ‘Now you‘ve had it nigger.‘ The other
one grabbed his leg and that‘s when the shoot—
ing started," Parrish said.
Parrish said McClendon did not know if
the men had AIDS.
"He certainly had a concern that in addi—
tion to getting raped he could be infected with
the HIV virus," Parrish said.
Tyler Fletcher, chairman of the criminal
justice department at the University of South—
ern Mississippi, said using AIDS in the de—
fense argument may be enough to sway a jury.
"If the jury looks at a young man trying to
protect himself from the onslaught of a deadly
disease, who knows what they might think?"
he said. "The thing that makes it difficult to
deal with is the social implication. (Parrish‘s)
job is to take advantage of any fears."
Attorney General Janet Reno has been
asked twice to intervene, most recently after

DUI

Divorce

Personal

Injury

the judge ordered the AIDS tests. A Justice
Department spokesman said Reno has not de—
cided whether she has jurisdiction.
Parrish said Gay groups‘ clamoring for jus—
tice landed his client in "one of the filthiest
jails in Mississippi."
&
"As far as I‘ m concerned the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force is no better than the
Ku Klux Klan. They act just like a lynch mob,"
Parrish said. "I‘m not going to sit around and
let a bunch of Gays and Lesbians lynch a 16—
year—old Black boy. They can go pick on some—
body else‘s carcass."
Beth Barrett, spokeswoman for the Wash—
ington—based National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force which is one of the groups calling for
Justice Department intervention, said Parrish
is using "despicable" tactics.
"He is exploiting the evils of racism and
the evils of homophobia in an attempt to cloud
justice in support of his client," Barrett said.
"The task force only wants justice."

Automobile:

There are, of course, some adults who say
they wouldn‘t want their sons to be Gay, trans—
Continued from page 11
sexual or transvestites, or their daughters to
25—year—old with smooth skin and long, black be Lesbians. But many of them insist they
hair, has larger features than most Thai women would accept it if their children refused to be
straight.
but, nevertheless it would be hard to recog—
"If my son couldn‘t agree to stay as a man,
nize him as a man.
He has pierced ears, wears lace bras and» I would have to accept that," says Wasan
Thassanakrmn, a 35—year—old office worker.
panties, and otherwise dresses like a woman.
That tolerance is what Dejdeow is banking
Sarawut even goes so far as to use women‘s
on to make his Flower Town a success. The
restrooms, noting that, "No one pays much
project has attracted inquiries from Gays
attention."
across
the country and around the world.
Sarawut, who likes to be called Sue, has
He is busy these days picking through the
taken hormones to develop his tiny breasts and
stack of applications to screen out the most
shapely hips so that on—stage as a cabaret
clean—cut, good—looking, courteous men to
dancer, in his skimpy gold—sequined outfit and
frolick in the town‘s 90 acres of sculpted lawns,
high—heels,he is a knockout.
lakes and fountains.
Sarawut says that every time his father is
"Thais are open—minded, not serious,"
in Bangkok, he comes to see his son slink
around the stage as a woman to a house full of Dejdeow says. "They respect other‘s privacy.
They don‘t think it‘s a big deal."
tourists.
Thailand

Accidents

Workers‘

Compensation

__

Law

Offices

Home AIDS Test
Continued from page 4

of

Jason

O.

Young,

Jr.

523—8912

147

Jefferson

Ave.

Proponents contend hundreds of thousands
of Americans who currently decline to be
tested at public health clinics would take ad—
vantage of a test they could buy at a drug store
and use in the privacy of their home. After
pricking a finger, consumers would send the
dried blood spots to a lab and get the results
by telephone.
Experts in the field believe at least 40 per—
cent of the estimated 1 million infected Ameri—
cans have never been tested.
Critics question whether the telephone
counseling offered with the home test would
be adequate to inform about health risks and
guard against suicide. They also are worried
that the test could be misused by employers
and that the testing could provide inaccurate

Voices
Continued from page 1
Suite

806

Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law
and we do not claim such certification.

Blackmon, D—Canton, said he did not have
enough support to include sexual orientation
this year, though he would have liked to.
With 1995 an election year, lawmakers
probably won‘t even consider revisiting the
hate crimes law. But Richards hopes 1996 will
be a year for action.
For now, Gay is like a four—letter word

results.
Opponents also have criticized Johnson &
Johnson, which is the furthest along in the
approval process. AIDS activists have com—
plained that the company is promoting its
home test kit illegally in advance of FDA ap—
proval. Johnson & Johnson has denied the
charge.
FDA spokesman Don McLearn said he
couldn‘t discuss whether agency approval of
the home test kit is pending. But he dismissed
complaints by Weyrich and others that the
agency ‘s process is dragging on without justi—
fication.
"There is a sense of urgency but FDA has:
to be sure that any product fulfills the require—
ments of the law that it be safe and effective
for use and has to be labeled correctly and has
to be able to be used properly," McLearn said.

around state politics. State leaders have
watched President Clinton struggle to deal
with
homosexual issues. It has not made him
more
popular.
But Gays are becoming more active in
Mississippi. There have been marches on the
Gulf Coast in the last year. Gay activists are
getting involved in the Jones County murde
r
case.
They may soon venture inside the Missis—
sippi Capitol.
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OCA Launches Effort for
New Initiative

in

Lawyer

Oregon

Action

Department

Rights

ing the ruling.

the political process.

tice Department should have joined

"We had hoped that they would

Greenwood accused the Clinton

better alignment for them this year,

a fight over legally protecting homo—

file one supporting our position, sup—

administration of sidestepping the is—

sexuals from discrimination, a Gay—

porting the judge‘s opinion," Green—

sue. He said Ohio Attorney General

called

also

Baldwin

the

Gay

wood said. "This doesn‘t

rights lawyer contends.

effect on

Scott Greenwood represents ac—

rights issue "a business opportunity

have any

Lee Fisher, a Democrat like Presi—

what we‘re doing in the

dent Clinton, filed a brief support—

tivists who won a U.S. District Court

court of appeals. But we‘re very dis—

ing the Gay—rights activists prior to

"As long as they can raise money

decision Aug. 9 rejecting a voter—ap—

appointed by it."

Spiegel‘s ruling.

off of discrimination measures, they

proved initiative barring Cincinnati

The Justice Department chose not

Stern said the Justice Department

will keep filing them," she said.

from

laws

to get involved because the initiative

made its decision on a legal issue,

had no direct bearing on

not for political considerations.

for the OCA."

Mabon denies that his group is

enacting

or

enforcing

based on sexual orientation.
Backers of the

promoting discrimination by push—

initiative

asked the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of

Carl

local governments from passing spe—

Appeals to reverse Judge S. Arthur

Washington.

cific civil rights protections based on

Spiegel‘s decision.

Stern

Voters
proved

Greenwood, who is preparing a

sexual orientation.

a federal

law or a federal program, spokesman

have

ing for measures to prevent state and

said

in

Thursday

from

The

Cincinnati—based

or April.
November

the initiative.

1993

But

ap—

Spiegel

appeals

court could hear the case in March

In
preme

_

October,
Court

the

Colorado

declared

Mabon said his group‘s proposed

defense of Spiegel‘s ruling, said the

ruled that it violated the constitu—

tional

measure for 1996 differs from this

Justice Department made it known

tional rights of homosexuals by re—

measure

year‘s measure in several respects:

that it would not file a brief support—

stricting their right to participate in

Cincinnati‘s initiative.

a Colorado anti—Gay
— worded

Su—

unconstitu—
rights

similarly

to

The new measure prohibits spe—

—

cial rights based on any sexual be—
ICA

havior

or

not

desire,

just

Leader

Scolds

Council

for

on

homosexuality. It also would insert
World

Day

AIDS

language into the state constitution
that "recognizes opposition to homo—

POCATELLO, Idaho (AP) — A

tracted it from a promiscuous spouse.

sexuality as a right of conscience"

debate about homosexuality surfaced

"These people who are engaging

— a provision

aimed at blunting

Council

in homosexual behavior have brought

criticism that the OCA is promoting

meeting, but Mayor Peter Angstadt

this disease on themselves," Olson

discrimination.

said council chambers wasn‘t the place

said. "It‘s plain and simple.

for it.

some hatemonger or bigot. I have com—

Further, the new measure doesn‘t

The debate followed an opening

passion for people who are going to

invocation by Southeast Idaho AIDS

die from AIDS. My heart goes out to

school libraries as Measure 13 did.

Coalition

Instead, it says that libraries can keep

Christensen and a proclamation by

children‘s books relating to homo—

Angstadt declaring Dec.

1

as World

AIDS Day in Pocatello. The mayor

they be checked out only to parents

gave Christensen a copy of the procla—

or guardians.

mation.

the

restriction

OCA hopes to

begin collecting petition signatures

the

sponsored a state anti—Gay initiative

The program, believed to be the

Idaho Citizens Alliance, which

voted

down Election

Day, said he

approve someone he views as violat—

lot of Gay students at public schools.

ing Idaho‘s sodomy law.

say

many

teen—agers

Angstadt said the proclamation

feel isolated in school and suffer in—

wasn‘t just for Christensen, but for the

tense emotional pain as they come

‘Southeast Idaho AIDS coalition which

to grips with being homosexual. A

includes people of different lifestyles.

federal study has suggested that Gay

The mayor said he is approached by

teens are at a much greater risk of

many group for proclamations, and

attempting suicide than their hetero—

doesn‘t know why the AIDS coalition

sexual peers.

should be treated differently.

But it takes more than just a hand—
ful of programs that
even

know

few students

exist

to

"We don‘t ask the people who

combat

they‘re lawbreakers or not," Angstadt
said. "‘That‘s not the issue. The issue is

senior

at

Arlington

High

who

education. And the World Health Or—

Straight

ganization as well as many other very

"Just because a task force exists

we bring these items to the attention

founded the school‘s Gay
Alliance earlier this year.

respected organizations is asking that

and just because 80 kids go to see
the

movie Philadelphia

doesn‘t

Olson agreed education is proper,
but said state health

Gay

91 percent of the people in Idaho who

said.

17—year—old

PIPELINE
1382 POPLAR AVENUE

of everyone for prevention."

mean the school is a safe place to be
or bisexual," the

Teddy Bear Ball
Saturday, January 7th
5 p.m. until 7 p.m.
Bring a Bear with Love to Share
All Teddy Bears will be donated to Friends For Life
oneSaturdayeachmonthatthe

come up and accept these whether

homophobia, said Jennifer Adleman,
a

for people living with HIV/AIDS and their friends

doesn‘t believe elected officials should

of a larger campaign to improve the

Activists

« Tea Dance
H a light social afternoon engagement

But Kurtis Olson, a spokesman for

in the spring.

first of its kind in the nation, is part

them."
Elsewhere
a short
church servicein Pocatello,
illuminated
candles lit to honor AIDS victimsby
drew
50 people to a World
AIDS about
Day
event.
TheservicewasattheFirstCon—
gregational UnitedChurchofChrist.

Michael

spokesman

that

with

Mabon said the

~

I‘m not

homosexuality or Lesbianism from

sexuality

Continued from page 13

during the Pocatello City

seek to remove books dealing with

Teens

teachers were resisting the law
meant to make schools safe places
for Gay and Lesbian students to
learn.
C.J. Doyle, of the Catholic
League for Religious and Civil
Rights, blasted the law as "a weapon
in the hands of homosexual militants
to censor, silence, and punish critics
of homosexual behavior."
Doyle said the law limits free
speech, citing the case of a teacher
at Boston Latin who was repri—
manded for "the thought crime of
expressing his moral beliefs about
homosexuality."
Meanwhile, state education offi—
cials and Gay activists want to start
requiring teachers to be trained on
how to help Gay and Lesbian stu—
dents.cope with some of their prob—
lems.

Justice

"The stars couldn‘t have been in

and they still lost," she said.

SALEM, Ore. (AP) — Un—
daunted by two previous failures, the
Oregon Citizens Alliance has
launched an effort to put a new anti—
Gay—rights initiative on the statewide
ballot two years from now.
Actually, the OCA filed two ini—
tiatives with the state — one for the
May 1996 primary ballot and the
other for the November 1996 gen—
eral election ballot.
Citizen initiatives always have
been placed on the fall ballot. But
OCA Chairman Lon Mabon said
he‘s ready to mount a legal challenge
to try to get on the May ballot when
there aren‘t as many competing mea—
sures.
_ Mabon said he‘s confident Or—
egon voters will approve his group‘s
anti—Gay—rights plan the next time
around.
He noted that the OCA‘s Mea—
sure 13 last month was defeated by
a much narrower margin — 51 per—
cent to 49 percent — than the
group‘s Measure 9 was two years
ago, when the margin was 57 per—
cent to 43 percent.
"If we had gotten more money
and gotten our numbers out, Mea—
sure 13 would have passed," Mabon
said.
A spokeswoman for the No on
13 Committee, Gwenn Baldwin,
said she thinks any future anti—Gay—
rights measure will have the same

Gay

on

CINCINNATI (AP) — TheJus—

fate as the OCA ‘s first two ones.

By Brad Cain
>
Associated Press Writer

Criticizes

statistics indicate

have AIDS are men, and 65 percent of
those are homosexuals.

y
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"I‘ m not saying you‘re breaking the
law," Olson said to Angstadt, "but there

é

Music by Clif Hynum

is a possibility that you are aiding and

BAL(C

abetting illegal behavior."
After the meeting, Olson acknowl—
edged he wouldn‘t have been as vocal
if the coalition representative were a
"legitimate victim" of AIDS, such as
a hemophiliac or someone who con—

Deluge

$1 Cover
to benefit Friends for Life

PIPELINE

.

Award—Winning Cable Show Ends

Two—Year Run
FAIRFAX (AP) — An award—
winning cable television talk show
aimed at Gays will end a two—year
run that featured such headliners as
actress Lily Tomlin and film direc—
tor Jonathan Demme, the show‘s
producer said.
One in 10 People, seen monthly
on cable stations in northern Vir—
ginia, suburban Maryland and the
District of Columbia, aired its final
show in December.
The show is produced by volun—
teers at Channel 10, Fairfax
County‘s public access station. It
won numerous awards for cable tele—
vision production and became the
nation‘s most widely distributed Gay
cable program, said producer and
creator Pearson Brown.
"My goal was to put out a high—
quality show which would represent
the Gay community accurately and

show them as accomplished and pro—
ductive members of society. It was
like Entertainment Tonight with a
Gay slant," Ms. Brown said.
The title is a reference to Gay
rights‘ groups estimate that 10 per—
cent of the population is Gay or Les—
bian.
f
The show was a finalist last year
in the American Film Institute‘s na—
tionwide competition promoting ex—
cellence in local television.
Ms. Brown said she decided to
end the show in order to pursue a
film career. "I wanted to get out
while everything was still exciting."
Although Gay issues are at the
center of a long debate over public
library policies in Fairfax, the cable
show provoked no opposition, said
officials with Fairfax Cable Access
Corp.
The company received no com—

plaints about the show, which is one
of about 100 regularly featured on
the station, station officials said.
Kelly Mullins, a spokeswoman
for the Traditional Values Coalition,
which opposes homosexual activ—
ism, said she knew of no complaints
about the show.
"If it‘s objectionable to adults,
they can change the channel. And
it‘s up to parents to monitor what
their children watch," Ms. Mullins
said.
One in 10 People generally fea—
tured a breezy interview format, and
often focused on celebrities visiting
the Washington area.
One show focused on a volunteer
program that provides pets for AIDS
patients. Other shows dealt with
parenting, relationships, books, art
and movies.
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10 minutes; my one criticism of the
night), the group changed into red
scarves with glitter and Santa hats
for the second, lighter half, which
included the chorus‘ own arrange—
ment of "Winter Wonderland" com—
plete with snowballs thrown at the
audience.
The group received a well—de—
served standing ovation from the
appreciative audience.
The concert was followed by a
lovely reception in the activity cen—
ter next to the church with food pro—
vided by chorus members.
Note should be made here that
accompanist John will be leaving the
organization after the first ofthe year
to concentrate on his full—time job
as music director at St. Francis of
Assisi Catholic Church. His choir
there will be performing at St. Peter
Basilica in Rome next fall during a
Mass said by Pope John Paul II. John
will be missed.
s
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Crowd, Gives Best Performance

It was the biggest crowd ever for
the best performance ever by the
Memphis Lambda Men‘s Chorus.
The ensemble‘s annual Christ—
mas concert was held at St. Therese,
the Little Flower Catholic Church on
Jackson Avenue Sun., Dec. 11, at 7
p.m. The audience of approximately
300 heard the best concert the cho—
rus has ever given.
The program was very well bal—
anced with an excellent mix of reli—
gious and secular selections and a
good variation in tempo. The cho—
rus, conducted by John Palmer and
accompanied by John Cargile, was at
the top of its form, performing with
more feeling, fullness, richness and
enthusiasm than at any previous event.
The concert also featured a vari—
ety of special soloists and instrumen—
talists which added to the quality of
the program. These included harp—
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Lambda Men‘s Chorus Hosts Biggest

ist Allison Christian featured on sev—
eral numbers, violinist Charles
Friedman who performed a haunt—
ing version of "Silent Night," and
soprano Sherry Sachritz who sang
on "Slumber, O Holy Jesu" and "The
Glory Manger."
In addition to the guest perform—
ers, several members of the chorus
also soloed with the group includ—
ing Rick Sage on one of my favorite
songs ofthe concert, "Still, Still, Still";
Paul Watson on Franz Biebl‘s "Ave
Maria"; and Jim Peebles, who was out— ©
standing on "Lullay My Liking."
Highlights of this year‘s concert
also included an exuberant version
of "I Saw Three Ships," "Let It
Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow" and
a terrific performance of the tradi—
tional carol, "O Holy Night."
i
For the first and more serious half
of the concert, the chorus came out
dressed in tuxedoes. Following a too
brief intermission (should be at least

4
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Calls

Lee

NEW YORK (AP) — The war television stars Joe Penny, Joey
against AIDS has an admittedly un—
Lawrence and Katey Sagal; MTV
likely recruit: Motley Crue drummer personality Kennedy; and Los An—
Tommy Lee.
>
geles Lakers forward Cedric
"I don‘t know anybody with
Ceballos.
_ AIDS," says Lee, who has signed on
Money for people living
for this year‘s Counter AID fund— with the HIV virus or AIDS
raiser. "But I figured, what the hell
is raised by asking custom—
—— it can only help."
ers to round off their pur—
The annual project, where celeb—
chase price to the nearest
rities man cash registers at record
dollar and donate the
stores in New York, Los Angeles
change. "The importance
and Nashville, is sponsored by the
hasn‘t gone away from
music industry group Lifebeat.
making people aware of
Joining Lee are musicians Jon
the disease," said Kennedy,
Secada, Coolio and Roseanne Cash;
who‘s participating for the

third year. "We have to keep aware—
ness high."
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Chatanooga JAMES 19 Y/O bind/ 510,
blugreen/ slender 168— int in getting to know
others in my area give me a call— #17423
Clarksville MY WIFE DOESNT SPEAK
FRENCH: Ricky, looking for males that would
like to have a good time, while my wife‘s at
work — give me a call— #16947
Greenville LONG BLONDE HAIR: Larry,
28, long blonde hair, slim, 155, 510, iso a
mase guy for good time, top pref, hairy man,
betw 19—40 if u meet this qualif, call me—
enjoy hiking something leading to more than
friendship #216123
Knoxville WE ARE FAMILY: Eric, like to sit
and read have a good companion, fishing
camping, sifting around a camplfire,roasting
marshmallows, 32 single dad of 2 kids 5 and
3, if ur int lv a message— #216159

Knoxville COLLEGE STUDENT: Adrian, 56,
140 young It cxion BM caring college student
monog and aftr, settled and mature iso a BM
with sim characteristics in the area— #16428

GRAB
THAT PHONE!

HERE‘S HOW IT WORKS:

1) To respond to these
ads & browse others
Call: 1—200—737—GAYS

Memphis personal ad
Call: 1—800—546—MENN

3) To pick—up messages
from your existing ad

Call: the 900 number &
Press the star key (+)
Questions Call: 1—415—281—3183

Memphis TAKE CHARGE REDHEAD:
looking to fool around, looking for a red—head
take charge kinda guys, Justin— #16100

Memphis ERIC 20, GBM 510, 147, like to
travel swim, iso GWM 18—30, and Ikg
forward to hearing phone call from you—
215528
Memphis JUSTIN looking tofool around into
red haired take charge kinda guys Justin—
#16089

Memphis BM SEEKS WM: Nathaniel, 58
200 iso WM 40—55. 6+ thats all— #216260
Memphis LIKE PHONE FUN? Tom 42 bi
wm brn/ must in shpe iso some hot guys 18+
just people who enjoy phone fun— #16426
Memphis QUTDOORSMAN: Tommy, 32,
GWM 6‘, 190, bind brn/hzl, health care prof,
sports, football, basketball, like hunting,

HOME NUMBERS
TALK LIVE
e
ALL LIFESTYLES
FREE AD PLACEMENT
DISCREET CALL
BACK SERVICE

Memphis PROFESSIONAL SEEKS SAME:
Nick, 58, 150, clean shaven, non smoker
31w iso profil GWM 30s, clean shaven and
tall— #216917
Memphis LIKG FOR LOVER: attr GBM 26
57 160 like to meet a friend, prospective
monog rel, sincere serious only— #216991
Nashville ALL AMERICAN SPORT: Gary,
36 559 160 brn/blu clean cut All American
into outdoors, camping, sports, Iv a message—
#15678
Nashville LIVE FROM NY: Rich, late 40‘s
real attr, from NY orig, guitar, country music,
outdoors 5‘11 170 blk,must enjoy meeting
men, strong minded, pref types loveoutdoors,

younger men who enjoy older men in good
shape and enjoy living— #15701
Nashville NASHVILLE NATIVE 35 iso a
friend poss mate, music, movies, etc,
interested in 30+ lv a a message— #216016
Nashville FUN AND FROLIC: Scoft, married
man, who likes to get together with other men
for fun and frolic once in a while, 33 brn/brn
185 6‘ looking for other married men to get
together—like to hear from you— #16250

Knoxville ATTRACTIVE AND
PASSIONATE, Chuck, 38, 510 165, dk,
mod built, looking for a little pleasure call you
back— attr passionate, looking for someone the
same — poss reg basis #13742

Knoxville BAR NONE, Kevin, 20 62 blk/grey
200, 48 chest, mountain bike, attend UT int in
meeting— profil discreet and not a part of the
bar scene 20—30, if U would be int,
give me a call— #13877

Memphis LIKE TO SHOW OFF?, 2 Hot
guys late 30‘s Ikg for other guys, or couples,
int in getting togetherfor safe fun, into
partying, showing off, watching videos, real
creative, int lv a message— #213716

Memphis GO CLIMB A ROCK! Mike 28 Bl
WM 6‘ 185, brn/brn hobbies are camping,
hiking, and rock climbing, looking for phys fit
21—35, with sim int, good friends and good
times— #10693

Memphis MANLY MEN—, Soft black
sophisticated male seeking one strong tall
handsome upscale manly man for friendship,
maybe rel— #215376

Memphis DRIVE ME HOME: Larry, 27, like
to have a good time, well endowed, slim,
5‘11 150 long bind hair, willing to drive to
meet someone, give me a call—We could have
alot of fun guys— #10730
Memphis ERIC, 24 BM wish to meet other
21—40 for poss rel, or just hang out #11322
Memphis MAN ENOUGH 58 23 bind, 160
hot mase btm intell conservative w/a wild
streak over 5‘10 in shape secure top who
knows how to treat a man right #11349
Memphis LOVE THAT KHAKI: like to meet
one strong, tall, manly man, upscale military

Nashville BUN

— like latins, give me a call #13792

welcome, gym goer— #11398

Memphis POSITIVE
ATTRACTION: Attr 25 + I‘m
510 168 into running, bike,
riding, outdoors, tan Ikng
for someone with the same
int in the same situation—
looking for friend or friends.
#34595

Memphis NO NEED TO
ADJUST YOUR SET: BM,
seeking TVs and she males to
have fun—good rel with— #29203

Memphis GWM 41, 59, 140, salt and
pepper, must hairy chest pref bear types want
to find 21—45 for friendship poss rel like old
cars and music #11609
Memphis JIMMY, travel to Nashville, vers
into softball, tennis, and bowling want to met
someone not into bars all the time, Ikg for poss
rel, take it slow— #11620

Nashville ERIC, 20 GBM iso any special guy
that wants to talk to me I‘m interested in a rel—
#15528

Memphis DAVID 22 student, 6‘ 180, Ikg for
to meet for friendship and fun, looking for
discreet acting— #3

Nashville EX—NAVY: Jan, 24, just got out of
the Navy ,single looking for friendship, people
to get to know my first time thanks— #16228

Memphis SHOW IT TO ME, 24, bi curious,
athlefi good build, Ikg for someone 21—23, to show
me some things, if urint, give me a call— #12743

Clarksville WHATEVER COMES UP—, Mike,
35, just moved here, iso friends, whatever else
happens— #14450

Memphis HOT TO TROT, JUST GOT
BACK FROM RENO: Joe, WM 34, looking
for other guys 20—34 recently divorced anc *
hot #12768

Clarksville OPEN TO NEW THINGS, Mike,
35 59 145 bind/blu, just moved here, iso
friends or whatever int are swimming,
camping, outdoors, open to new things,
bowling— #14559

Memphis EASYGOING, GWM 31: 6‘,
150, honest affect, intell like to meet GBM 25—
40 rel oriented profil easy going, dining out
quiet eves at home— #13076

Clarksville BIRTHDAY BOY, Mike, 35, just
turned, 59 145, bind/blu hairy, just moved to
the area iso friendship or whatever, camping
swimming and bowling, open to suggestion
#14760

Memphis SOUTHERN BEARS:, lean, 20‘s
brn/brn into just about anything safe within
reason, like conversations, movies and games,
{not monopoly!), really like hairy men, weight
not an issue, neitheris age— #13077

Greenville BEAR WITH ME, Larry, 28,
bind/green swimmers build, like to have a
good time, travel, mountains, skiing,
modeling, like to meet nice looking guy, pref
dk hair, hairy, I‘m btm UB a top— #213201

Memphis I KNOW YOURE OUT THERE,
I‘m looking for a real person who knows who
they are down to earth— Justin— give me a call
if ur a real person looking for something
meaningful— #13129

oee i fue0i e reheaeth ci aot s tct ca 0 i a ut seo a n cm

Waynesboro JUST MOVED HERE, into
outdoors, hiking, camping, biking, inexp‘d,
like to learn more, like to meet guys in the
area— #13942

Madison ROMANTIC AT
I
HEART, LARRY: like to party,
—
romantic at heart smoker, drinker,
looking for someone to have fun
with, dk hair & eyes, age not impt,

Memphis YES, THATS IT:
27, tall, hairy, husky, mase
looking for same tp men—built
men turn me on, thats what
I‘m looking for— dom men— #3

Union City TALLY HO!, Jeff, outdoors,
hiking, fishing, hunting, Iv your name and #
and I‘ll get back to yal #13354

Memphis PLAY PARTIES, 2 hot guys mid
30‘s looking for a 3rd or fourth into partying
videos, good hot times— #13559

Memphis RON, student, looking for someone
to go out with be a friend have a rel with, get
to know not into anything kinky, just want a
real man 6‘2 165 brn/green swimmers build,
pretty nice fellow, give a call— #211856

‘ojoud

(We‘ll print it here)
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*

VERSATILE BEAR, 20 something healthy fit,
two tattoes into anything within reason, safe,
age weight, race, unimp like hairy men , musi
theatre, going out #13077

imwepup

2) To record your FREE
_

Greenville SWIMMERS BUILD, Larry, iso
guy to have a good time with, pref muse
swimmer build, slim, hairy, pref work on the
~ bottom, get together have some fun, swimmer
Memphis TICKLE MY FEET: David, 29, 510
body, bind work out, iso the same, #214683
165, very athletic run 2 hrs a day int in
meeting someone sim tall with broad
Johnson City FEM AND FLAMBOYANT,
shoulders and big ticklish feet— #216775
DONNY 18; 57 185, fem and flamboyant,
hiking, quiet eves, and long drives in the
country looking for a rel with a GWM mase
CHOOSE FROM:
18—35 if UR out there call me #14247
fishing and camping— want to meet some
people to date and poss develp into more—
#16620

FOR THE HOTDOG, Mark,
21, 511, 165 gdlkg good shpe, Eric 510
145 looking for guy 18—28 who can take two
at once, trim mase only— #13045

Recording your ad:
Figure out what you want to say
before calling in. Write down what
you want to say. Keep it short and
simple. Just describe yourself and
what you‘re looking for. Our
computerized system will walk you
through the rest. Have a pen ready lo

write down your box number.
Nashville HAIRY BEAR, Jonathan, GWM
22 510 green/brn must beard tattoos lookin
for 28—50 6‘+ hairy must beard top, Ikg to
have dinner, movies and seewhere from
there— #13667
. Northville PARTY TIME!, Jim, me and my
friend would like to meet other people around
here— #14904

Memphis SOUTHERN BOYS: soft bl
sophisticated male seeking one tall manly, strong
handsome upscale manly man for friendship, rel
can be anywhere in the south— #11398
Memphis JIMMY, 510 190, 35, vers, Ikg for
someone in the area to meet go out with, hairy
chest, bindish hair, like to have fun— #11620
Memphis NEW TO AREA Chris, GWM 31
6‘ 180, med bid, bind/blu, It smoker, drinker,
Ike sports,outdoors, Ikg for a GWM ages 25—
35 slim to med bid, honesty means alot, don‘t
really know anyone, so would like to meet
some friends #12011
Memphis MIDTOWN: GWM young attr prof
seeking GWM 18—24 to treat and pamper for
a good time or a rel— #212066
Memphis PAUL, just give me a call willing to
meet anyone 56 145, brn/brn hairy chest
willing to meet same type, pref GWM looking
forward to talking to you #12185
Memphis STEVEN looking for a GBM
mature, live in the med cir area call me
anytime 6‘2 brn/blu over 21— #12030
Murfreesboro DON, looking to meet guys in
the area, #12091
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Memphis 38174—0389 # 278—AIDS or #
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
;
272—0855.
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed . Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information @ 725—4898.
herein have requestedto be listed, buthave
not been charged. All phone numbers are Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America
Memphis
Chapter:
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
Information:
John
Prowett,
1517
Court
(* Indicates TINdistribution points.)
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Gay Teen Support Group: Tuesdays 7—
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
8:30, Gerry Wright « 388—6110.
345—0657.
GaysOffCleveland Street (GOCS): Social
CherokeeAdult BookStore*: 2947 Lamar
Group + c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
a 744—7494.
Lamar # 272—9843.
Fantasy Warehouse I*; 791—793 North Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
f
White Station « 683—9649.
Environment (GRACE): Support group
Getwell Book Mart®: 1275 Getwell «# 454—
for Catholics & their friends» Meets every
7765.
Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th Thurs.
ParisAdult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Information: # 725—5237. John.
Summer # 323—2665.
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
men‘s social group for larger men & their
396—9050.
admirers « P.O. Box 40773, Memphis,
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
38174—0773 # 354—0155.
4513.
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
5760.
Biblestudy: Wed. 7:30 pm; 1559 Madison
a 726—9443.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
Amnesia®*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
Apartment Club*: 343 Madison # 525—
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm c/o Calvary
9491.
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—
Club 501*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
6602.
Club 505*: 111 N. Claybrook « 274—8655.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Club Hide—A—Way*: 2018Court
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Coffee Cellar®: 3573 Southem # 320—7853.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: 1698 Belvedere
Construction Site*: 1474 Madison # 278—
Ct., Memphis 38104 ## 278—1 190 (Aaron
4313.
Foster).
Crossroads: 102 N. Cleveland
Loving Arms (Support Partnersfor HIV+
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
Mad Dog Mary‘s Saloon & Grill*: 92 N.
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
Avalon # 276—0009.
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill®: 2117 Peabody Ave
Mature Gays/Prime Timers: information:
#272—1700.
John Prowett, 1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4,
Oops*: 1349 Autumn # 272—1634.
Memphis 38104—2402.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274
Memphis Center for Reproductive
9794.
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave ## 274—3550.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
Center (MGLCC)*: 1486 Madison,
9843.
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphis
The Edge*: 532 South Cooper # 272—
38174 # 726—5790.
_
3036.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madison #
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box41074#
278—9321.
728—GAYS or 458—6023. _.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
—
Memphis Lambda Center*: Mecting place
Madison # 725—9896.
for 12—step recovery programs » 241 N.
X—scape*: 227 Monroe # 528—8344.
Cleveland (above United Paint Store) =
BOOKS & GIFTS
2176—7379, 726—6293, 527—1461, or 327—
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store + 930 S.
3676.
f
Cooper # 276—0282.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
SERVICES
+ Box 3956, Memphis 38173 # 320—
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 7264211.
9015 Vincent Astor.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
# 278—2835.
support group + Box 11232, Memphis
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
38111—0232 # Barbara Jean 353—2612
Residential,24—hr. service, freeestimates
(evenings).
# 327—6165.
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Group: David
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
Whitehead a 324—4865.
388—3781.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Memphis 38111—0042 # 278—0961.
ACT UP Memphis: a 226—6502.
Minority Prison Project (MPP):
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
#4, Memphis, TN 38104—2402.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Memphis 38174—1822.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
National Organization for Women
Dr., Memphis 38128.
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
0982 # 276—0282.
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box New Beginnings (Adult Children of
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274—
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
a 276—7379 or 454—1414.
American GayAtheists (AGA) Memphis:
Parents & Friends of LesbiansAnd Gays
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis38187—
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
2031 # 761—1444.
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center =
# 452—5894.
4541414.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
RiotGRRL: Womyn interested in feminism
1929 Evelyn Ave. # 272—3875.
* Box 22354, Memphis 38111 # 276—
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
0282 (Meristem).
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church. 3956
Centera 276—7379 or 454—1414.
—
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387— Southern Country Memphis: Country
1567.
Western Dance Club = 278—9321 or
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
274—8655.
f
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Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
454—1411.
§
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
0521.
Dollis & Bears: Doll Shop — 3263 N Watkins
# 357—8600.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
narian, Memphis Area # (901) 465—
2699. For emergency care call # (901)
533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
applaince repair # 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
Flea Market).
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Have BarWillTravel: Bartendingforprivate
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
functions » LisaGray (The PeabodyHotel)
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
# 726—5910.
Flesh Illusions BBS: We have P.0.D.S. &
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
Nuit Net Avaliable thru requests only.
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Also carries Fidonet , 2400—14,4 baud. #
John In Charge: Household & office
357—5483.
cleaning, errands, a personal valet — #
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
272—2316.
board » 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
Kings Interior Painting: # 278—2835.
Second Wind BBS: PO Box 280415,
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
Memphis 38168—0415 # 382—9466,
2853.
StudsNet, DoorNet, ThrobNet Free
MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
Access # 388—8358.
CakesA Specialty, MaryJaneorTheresa,
Straight/Bi/GayAdult Computer Bulletin
2127 Frayser Blvd. # 358—6689 or 388—
Board: Free Membership, Adultpictures,
2376.
messages, & free E—mail. Male/female.
Mid—Town Hair*: 1926 Madison, Memphis
## 797—8006
‘
§
38104 #278—2199.
Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.:
board and computer support. "Handles"
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
SHcaaﬂinezn(617)899-2212(8-2am,Mon.accepted. 1200/2400 baud. « 726—4073. —
Furnishings + 960 South Cooper # 725—
Sat.).
0049.
:
COUNSELING SERVICES
é
LEGAL SERVICES
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth, spiritual Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law: Pass Pets: Hickory Ridge Mall # 366—
counseling, alternative healing # 725—
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668 Pet4428.
Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
4898.
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
housesitting bycompetent, caring couple
Jo1e2| Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726— The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
# 726—6198.
84.
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 # Quality
Electronics: Gary Lewis, 1490
MarthaFoschini, PhD: Individual & Group
526—7526 (24 hrs).
.
a 363—5554.
Getwell
Therapy » 1835 Union Ave., Suite 203 #
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870 Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
726—1284.
Union Ave @ 274—6824.
Getwell = 363—5554.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group & Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
Enrica
Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Individual Therapy ## 458—7164.
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party .
familycounseling, rebirthing #761
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
3998.
e
Psychologica! Counselor « Simmons,
Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law: Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
s
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
«Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
806, # 523—8912
f
—
2170.
767—1066.
MASSAGE SERVICES
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
Grooming Salon 3700 S. Mendenhall #
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
massage, therapeutic touch and
794—3047 or 365—9716.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
preparation for movement. By WhittingtonTree&LawnService: Sandra
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
appointment only. # 527—2273.
& Troy Whittington @ 685—8410. Free
4586 — Sliding fee scale.
estimates, 24 hr. service.
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382— Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
by appointment. # 377—7701.
3880.
ESTATE SERVICES
Jim
Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue RussellREAL
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Armstrong,
Developer, Looney
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
Group Counseling # 761—9178.
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
#
521—6044,
pager:
391—3176.
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
3044
therapy + Fully Alive! # 323—2078 © Massage byJim: Men &women welcome Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
#
pager
541—0579.
:
Sliding fee scale.
Realty: # 854—0455.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body Steve
Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
FINANCIAL SERVICES
massage by appointment. « 761—7977
Company: 54 S. Cooper@#278—4380, Fax
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes,
or Beeper 575—1230.
2784390.
accounting, estate planning # 756—4449. Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner #
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
massage by appointment. Please call
274—2524.
¢
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
10am—10pm ## 278—9768.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
LOCATIONS
MEDIA
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 #
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon. Circuit Playhouse: 1705 PoplarAve. #726—
458—0152.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90, Box 41773,
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
5521
Memphis 38174.
accounting services # 726—9082.
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
FLORISTS
published by Hera Sees, Inc., 1725—B Madison
Ave. News & Tobacco, Co.: 1865
Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
f
276—0543.
Madison Ave. #
Madison # 726—5118.
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
—
Query: Weekly newspaper published by Memphis and Shelby County Public
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Pyramid Publishing Box40422, Nashville
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
TN 37204—0422 # (615) 327—3273.
FlowerMarket of Memphis: 1523 Union Recovery Times: Free monthly news: Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar #
7254823
Ave. #274—8103.
paperfocusing on addictions & recovery. Tobacco
Corner Newsroom: 669
Park East Florist: 6005 Parka 761—2980.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
Sweet Peas: 3175 Poplar = 324—6873.
(901)377—7963.
#
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Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female) #
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: AProgressive
Christian Church + Sun. Service 6:30
p.m., meets atthe Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
Women‘s leather org. 3293 Renners Cv.
a 372—4426.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
— Ave, #4, Memphis 38104—2402.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
M 38152.
Wings: Social Club» Box 41784, Memphis
38174—1784.

GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Barr Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie/
Nadine # 366—7920.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101. _
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
etc. # 795—4308.
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
distinctive nature photography » Joe
Pfeiffer # 272—1207.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
1411.
RK Photo: B/W & Color photo services.
Business, event, personal photography,
& post card advertising = 452—2766.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—
>
3760.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
campaigns, letterhead, etc. « 761—2980.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—
GAYS — 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: 1 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
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Party !!!
Music, Merriment, and Mystery ! —
_A night full of special events, favors,
and an atmosphere like none other.
6 p.m. the doors open —
_ I—p.m. — Hors d‘oeuvre extravaganza which
includes an assortment of every appetizer you _
can imagine presented on a cascade of ice
"
sculptures.
|
9:30 p.m. is a cocktail party by the Friends of
f
the Pipeline
|
Midnight The Grand Celebration with
champagne and all the rest of the regalia all for
_ $10.00 in advance.
Dancing, Dining,

va
| Kissing, Hugging, anc \\ PL A8
Rubbing to celebrate ’ d "Lg
I
— for 1995.
—
Formal,
f
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casual dress suggested.
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